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Structured Investments SICAV 
Investment Manager’s Report  

For the Period Ended 31 December 2022 
 

 
Dear Shareholders: 
 
Enclosed is the report for the year ended 31 December 2022. 

A. Market Review1 

Economically and financially, 2022 was largely a year of stagflation (slowing growth and very high inflation) due in 

large part to the delayed effects of the COVID crisis and those of the Ukrainian conflict. The vast majority of 

central banks tightened their monetary policies very abruptly, prioritising the fight against inflation at the risk of 

further curbing activity. China, where significant COVID restrictions persisted for most of the year, experienced 

specific challenges. On the markets, bond yields rose sharply while equities fell. 

United States 

After the very beginning of the year was once again affected by COVID restrictions, economic activity rebounded 

starting in February. However, inflation quickly became the main theme - it was already very high at the end of 

2021 and proved more persistent than expected, gradually spreading from the prices of imported products 

(especially energy and goods) to those of services. In addition to depleting household purchasing power, this 

inflation (despite the beginning of a decline starting in the summer) led the US Federal Reserve (“Fed”) to raise its 

key rates much more quickly than expected at the beginning of the year (for a total of 425 basis points over 2022), 

curbing activity in many sectors, starting with real estate. In addition, the trend was mostly a deceleration in the 

majority of economic indicators in H2 (GDP being the exception, having been wrongly penalised by volatile 

components in H1). That said, at the end of the year, the labour market remained buoyant and economic surveys 

indicated that activity in services remained robust. On the political front, the mid-term elections in November 

enabled the Republicans to take control of the House of Representatives, with the Democrats retaining control of 

the Senate.  

 

Eurozone 

No sooner than it said goodbye to COVID restrictions, the eurozone economy suffered from the effects of the 

Russian invasion of Ukraine from the end of February on, with strong upsurges in commodity prices (starting with 

energy) and a confidence shock linked to fears of a prolonged conflict and of a shortage of natural gas in the 

winter. In addition, COVID restrictions in China weighed on industrial value chains. Inflation rapidly accelerated 

(hitting double digits in October), prompting the European Central Bank (“ECB”) to implement the fastest rate-hike 

cycle since its creation starting in June. At the same time, governments worked (disjointedly, as coordination was 

difficult) to relieve the energy burden of businesses and households. Starting at the end of the summer, however, 

some data turned out not to be quite as bad expected. In particular, the price of natural gas fell sharply (despite 

remaining several times higher than the average in previous years), the risks of shortages eased and Q4 

indicators showed that the contraction in economic activity remained moderate. On the internal political front, the 

main event was the installation of a new government in Italy, led by a President of the Council previously 

considered to be a Eurosceptic but whose arrival did not, at least in 2022, trigger significant tensions on the 

markets or with other eurozone countries.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
1 All returns are in local currencies terms except if specified. 
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Emerging markets 

The year 2022 had started on a positive note, with the reopening of most economies and expectations of the 

negative effects of the pandemic being mitigated. However, as early as February, Russia's invasion of Ukraine 

shattered this scenario with a very rapid surge in oil, gas and certain grain prices. These price increases 

progressively spread to all sectors, leading to a sharp rise in global inflation. This inflationary environment coupled 

with an increase in risk aversion on the market weighed heavily on emerging assets, and chief among them were 

their currencies. Emerging central banks had no choice but to tighten their monetary policies ahead of those in 

developed economies. The decline in household purchasing power, the rise in the cost of credit, the increase in 

production costs, etc. are all factors that began to curb growth, especially since the budgetary leeway of many 

countries to offset this shock appears limited after the pandemic. Not all countries were affected in the same way 

by this shock. For example, Asian countries have been more spared than Central and Eastern European 

countries, which, due to their proximity to the conflict and a tight labour market, have borne the brunt of the crisis. 

Domestic politics, with elections in many countries, particularly in Latin America, was also a factor in the volatility 

of emerging assets in 2022. China's sudden reopening was the highlight of the end of the year. 

 

Fixed Income 

Rate hikes were particularly brutal in 2022 - the likes of which haven't been seen since the 1980s. The yield on 

the German 10-year Bond began the year in negative territory, finishing at over 2.3%. The US 10-year rose above 

4% in October/November, compared to a low of 1.5% in January. The driving force behind these rate hikes was a 

change in inflation and monetary policy expectations. At the beginning of the year, the markets were far too 

optimistic on the path of inflation and underestimated central banks' commitment to bringing inflation back down to 

2%. Recent signs of moderation in headline inflation have not been enough to reassure central bankers. The Fed 

remains deeply concerned about labour market tensions and core service inflation. The ECB also expects upward 

price pressure to remain strong in all sectors due to the impact of high energy costs. Christine Lagarde also 

highlighted that untargeted fiscal measures could exacerbate inflationary pressures. In this environment, spreads 

in peripheral countries held up fairly well.  

 

Equities 

The equity markets fell sharply in 2022, with the MSCI World AC declining 17.5% over the year. Russia's invasion 

of Ukraine at the beginning of the year set the tone, significantly raising energy prices and consequently inflation 

levels, which were already very high at the end of 2021. In response, central banks continued to tighten monetary 

policy to contend with inflationary danger, triggering a strong upward movement in bond yields. Despite the 

resilience of the US economy and its labour market, the MSCI USA (-20.8%) underperformed Europe (-10.9%). 

Due to the high concentration in growth stocks (particularly large-cap tech stocks), the US market suffered more 

from the rise in real rates. The MSCI Japan proved even more resilient than Europe against the downward trend, 

ending the year at -6.6%, while the MSCI Emerging Markets closed the year very much in the red (-17.9%). At the 

country level in Europe, the Eurozone (-14.5%) underperformed the MSCI Europe given the resilience of the UK 

market (+3.0%). Within the Eurozone, southern countries are performing better than so-called "core" countries. 

Portugal (+4.1%) led the pack, followed by Spain (-3.4%). France (-9.8%) fared better than Germany (-19.3%) and 

the Netherlands (-24.6%). At the sector level, all European sectors were in the red, with the exception of the 

energy sector (+35.8%), benefiting from the rise in energy prices. Still among the major contributors in 2022, the 

banking sector (-0.6%) and the insurance sector (-1.3%) were at the top of the list, thanks in part to the jump in 

Q4. Unsurprisingly, the real-estate sector brought up the rear and posted a negative performance of -39.4%. 

Lastly, still in Europe, value stocks (-3.1%) significantly outperformed growth stocks (-18.5%). 

 

 

__________________________ 

 
1 All returns are in local currencies terms except if specified. 
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Commodities  

Commodities were highly heterogeneous during H2 2022. While energy prices plunged, base metals were more 

resilient and precious metals were up. 

The exceptionalism of oil prices ended in H2. After surging more than 50% in H1, prices finally succumbed to 

central banks’ commitment to bring down inflation, rising US Dollar and intensifying concerns about global 

economic prospects. The underwhelming Chinese economic recovery and resilient Russian crude exports also 

contributed to the plunge. Oil prices rebounded from October until mid-November following a broader-than-

expected OPEC+ production cut. Early sign of cooling inflation, softening rates and US Dollar also helped revive 

oil prices. However, the selloff then resumed amid rising Chinese Covid infections, improving near-term supply 

and logistics, amplified by technicals. 

Natural gas prices initially decoupled from other cyclical commodities, factoring the versatile Ukraine war 

newsflow and drying Russian deliveries to EU. However, EU efforts to replace missing Russian imports and 

reform its energy markets, as well as unusually warm seasonal temperatures dramatically weakened gas prices in 

the second part H2. 

Base metals declined over the first part of H2 due to tightening monetary policies, rising US Dollar, and 

weakening global growth. The laborious recovery in China and continued pressure in its real estate activity added 

extra pressure. Easing Covid policy and greater stimulus in China helped the complex recover most of the lost 

ground in Q4. In particular, Nickel outperformed boosted by thin market liquidity and stocks, as well as promising 

battery demand and production outage. 

Precious metals remained disappointing until November, under pressure from rising real rates and US Dollar. 

Hopes for a nearing Fed’s pivot and peaking rates, increased gold purchase from several Emerging Markets 

central banks, as well as oversold conditions, then lured investors back. Silver outperformed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

__________________________ 

 
1 All returns are in local currencies terms except if specified. 
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B. Performance Overview2 

For the year ended 31 December 2022: 

Annualised Net Returns 

Portfolio 
Share 
Class 

Currency 6 Months3 1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 
Since 

Inception 
Launch 

Date 

GSQuartix Modified 
Strategy on the 
Bloomberg Commodity 
Index Total Return 
Portfolio 

“C” 
Share 

USD 0.68% 17.99% 16.24% 9.36% 2.06% 14/05/2009 

Cross Asset Trend 
Portfolio 

“E” 
Share 

USD 5.03% 22.21% 1.78% NA 3.84% 10/12/2018 

Global Enhanced 
Equity Income Portfolio 

“E” 
Share 

USD (0.12)% (18.44)% NA NA (1.99)% 25/02/2020 

 

Please note that GS Modified Strategy on the Bloomberg Commodity Index (ex Agriculture and Livestock) 

Portfolio liquidated on 5 August 2022, hence, is not reported here. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
2 Source: Amundi, as of January 2023. Past performance is not indicative of future results. Returns are net of 
expenses and inclusive of dividends, where applicable. This material represents an assessment of the market 
environment at a specific time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future 
results. This information should not be relied upon by the reader as research, investment advice or a 
recommendation regarding any fund or any security in particular. This information is strictly for illustrative 
purposes and is subject to change. This information does not represent the actual current, past or future asset 
allocation or portfolio of any Amundi product. 
 

The views expressed regarding market and economic trends are subject to change at any time based on market 
and other conditions and there can be no assurances that countries, markets or sectors will perform as expected. 
These views should not be relied upon as investment advice, as securities recommendations, or as an indication 
of trading on behalf of any Amundi Asset Management product nor of any party involved in the operations of the 
Fund. There is no guarantee that market forecasts discussed will be realised or that these trends will continue. 
Investments involve certain risks, including political and currency risks. Investment return and principal value may 
go down as well as up and could result in the loss of all capital invested. This material does not constitute an offer 
to buy or a solicitation to sell any units of any investment fund or any services. 
 
 

3 Cumulative Net Returns over a 6 month period. 



PricewaterhouseCoopers, Société coopérative, 2 rue Gerhard Mercator, B.P. 1443, L-1014 Luxembourg
T : +352 494848 1, F : +352 494848 2900, www.pwc.lu

Cabinet de révision agréé. Expert-comptable (autorisation gouvernementale n°10028256)
R.C.S. Luxembourg B 65 477 - TVA LU25482518

Audit report

To the Shareholders of
Structured Investments SICAV

Our opinion

In our opinion, the accompanying financial statements give a true and fair view of the financial position 
of Structured Investments SICAV (the “Fund”) and of each of its sub-funds as at 31 December 2022, 
and of the results of their operations and changes in their net assets for the year then ended in 
accordance with Luxembourg legal and regulatory requirements relating to the preparation and 
presentation of the financial statements.

What we have audited

The Fund’s financial statements comprise:

 the statement of assets and liabillities as at 31 December 2022;
 the statement of operations for the year then ended;
 the statement of changes in shareholders' equity for the year then ended;
 the schedule of investments as at 31 December 2022; and
 the notes to the financial statements, which include a summary of significant accounting policies.

Basis for opinion 

We conducted our audit in accordance with the Law of 23 July 2016 on the audit profession (Law of 
23 July 2016) and with International Standards on Auditing (ISAs) as adopted for Luxembourg by the 
“Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier” (CSSF). Our responsibilities under the Law of 
23 July 2016 and ISAs as adopted for Luxembourg by the CSSF are further described in the 
“Responsibilities of the “Réviseur d’entreprises agréé” for the audit of the financial statements” section 
of our report.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for 
our opinion.

We are independent of the Fund in accordance with the International Code of Ethics for Professional 
Accountants, including International Independence Standards, issued by the International Ethics 
Standards Board for Accountants (IESBA Code) as adopted for Luxembourg by the CSSF together with 
the ethical requirements that are relevant to our audit of the financial statements. We have fulfilled our 
other ethical responsibilities under those ethical requirements.

Other information 

The Board of Directors of the Fund is responsible for the other information. The other information 
comprises the information stated in the annual report but does not include the financial statements and 
our audit report thereon.

Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not express any 
form of assurance conclusion thereon.
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In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other information 
identified above and, in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with 
the financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears to be materially 
misstated. If, based on the work we have performed, we conclude that there is a material misstatement 
of this other information, we are required to report that fact. We have nothing to report in this regard.

Responsibilities of the Board of Directors of the Fund for the financial statements

The Board of Directors of the Fund is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial 
statements in accordance with Luxembourg legal and regulatory requirements relating to the preparation 
and presentation of the financial statements, and for such internal control as the Board of Directors of 
the Fund determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from 
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

In preparing the financial statements, the Board of Directors of the Fund is responsible for assessing 
the Fund’s and each of its sub-funds' ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, 
matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless the Board of 
Directors of the Fund either intends to liquidate the Fund or close any of its sub-funds or to cease 
operations, or has no realistic alternative but to do so.

Responsibilities of the “Réviseur d’entreprises agréé” for the audit of the financial statements

The objectives of our audit are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements 
as a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an audit 
report that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a 
guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with the Law of 23 July 2016 and with ISAs as adopted 
for Luxembourg by the CSSF will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements 
can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could 
reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these 
financial statements.

As part of an audit in accordance with the Law of 23 July 2016 and with ISAs as adopted for Luxembourg 
by the CSSF, we exercise professional judgment and maintain professional scepticism throughout the 
audit. We also:

 identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to 
fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit 
evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting 
a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may 
involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal 
control;

 obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures 
that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the 
effectiveness of the Fund’s internal control;

 evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting 
estimates and related disclosures made by the Board of Directors of the Fund;
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 conclude on the appropriateness of the Board of Directors of the Fund’s use of the going concern 
basis of accounting and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists 
related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Fund’s or any of its sub-funds' 
ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are 
required to draw attention in our audit report to the related disclosures in the financial statements or, 
if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit 
evidence obtained up to the date of our audit report. However, future events or conditions may cause 
the Fund or any of its sub-funds to cease to continue as a going concern;

 evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including the 
disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions and events 
in a manner that achieves fair presentation.

We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned 
scope and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in 
internal control that we identify during our audit.

PricewaterhouseCoopers, Société coopérative
Represented by
@esig

@esig
Geoffroy Marcassoli

Luxembourg, 13 April 2023
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  GSQuartix 

  Modified Strategy on the Cross Asset Global Enhanced

  Bloomberg Commodity Index Trend Equity Income

  Total Return Portfolio Portfolio Portfolio Combined

  31 December 31 December 31 December 31 December

  2022 2022 2022 2022
 Notes USD USD USD EUR

Assets      
Investments, at market value, excluding derivatives 3 (d), 4 2,345,122,518 355,000,000 172,463,084 2,691,571,396
Unrealised gain on swap contracts 3 (d) 6,567,085 5,936,520 345,270 12,039,211
Unrealised gain on forward foreign exchange contracts 3 (d) 5,351,529 450,254 – 5,436,187
Cash 3 (e) 141,868,829 18,473,467 1,748,591 151,876,830
Due from broker 3 (f) 7,560,000 – 4,890,000 11,665,471
Interest receivable 0 – 628,646 18,281 606,161
Securities sold receivable 0 – – 17,553,142 16,447,042
Receivable for subscriptions 0 2,520,724 – – 2,361,882
Fee waived/reimbursed by Platform Arranger receivable 6 2,736,874 164,729 76,009 2,789,980
Other assets 0 368,232 18,433 90,078 446,701

Total Assets 0 2,512,095,791 380,672,049 197,184,455 2,895,240,861

 0 
Liabilities   
Due to broker 3 (f) – 6,280,000 – 5,884,270
Securities purchased payable 0 – – 12,361,477 11,582,526
Payable to swap counterparty 3 (d) 3,868,385 – – 3,624,621
Payable for shares redeemed 0 26,671,265 – – 24,990,592
Unrealised loss on swap contracts 3 (d) – – 17,741 16,623
Unrealised loss on forward foreign exchange contracts 3 (d) 734,799 1,476,305 – 2,071,773
Management company fees payable 6 175,915 27,451 13,272 202,987
Investment manager fees payable 6 1,350,987 – 47,853 1,310,693
Fund administration and domiciliary fees payable 6 546,903 149,015 – 652,065
Depositary fees payable 6 29,716 3,098 – 30,746
Audit fees payable 0 30,188 24,991 26,656 76,678
Legal fees payable 0 – 20,479 14,746 33,005
Taxe d'abonnement payable 5 283,125 10,481 1,945 276,927
Transfer agency and shareholder services fees payable 6 715,072 27,443 20,648 715,073
Other liabilities 0 449,693 90,442 72,990 574,489

Total Liabilities  0 34,856,048 8,109,705 12,577,328 52,043,068

  
Shareholders' Equity prior to Swing Adjustment  2,477,239,743 372,562,344 184,607,127 2,843,197,793
Swing Adjustment  3 (i) – 745,125 – 698,171

Shareholders' Equity after Swing Adjustment 0 2,477,239,743 373,307,469 184,607,127 2,843,895,964
        
      

 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements. 
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  GSQuartix  
GS Modified Strategy on the 

Bloomberg Commodity 

  Modified Strategy on the Cross Asset Index (ex Global Enhanced

  Bloomberg Commodity Index Trend Agriculture and Livestock) Equity Income

  Total Return Portfolio Portfolio Portfolio* Portfolio

 Notes USD USD USD USD

Income   
Interest income on bank accounts 3 (b) 1,260,787 73,727 27 82,387
Interest income on swap contracts 3 (d) 33,670 – – 4,003,439
Income from reverse repurchase agreements 3 (d) – 5,607,096 – –

Total Income 0 1,294,457 5,680,823 27 4,085,826

 0  
Expenses   
Interest expense on bank accounts 3 (b) 840 1,383 101 4,237
Interest expense on swap contracts 3 (d) 72,531,684 45,718 41,022 319,451
Management company fees 6 950,782 117,128 2,133 60,086
Investment manager fees 6 6,681,417 – 11,035 200,285
Fund administration and domiciliary fees 6 1,601,903 273,837 74,348 96,464
Depositary fees 6 173,014 14,357 8,456 54,444
Audit fees 0 33,274 64,200 32,413 59,189
Legal fees 0 538,672 88,786 34,351 76,401
Taxe d'abonnement 5 879,633 44,583 – 20,001
Transfer agency and shareholder services fees 6 1,724,805 143,150 14,361 37,313
Directors fees 6 23,741 28,518 12,414 23,770
Statutory fees  624,762 176,260 61,869 101,167
Tax service fees  243,280 74,392 20,736 29,779
Other expenses 3 (h) 2,534 2,548 1,810 2,548

 0 86,010,341 1,074,860 315,049 1,085,135

Less: Fee waived/reimbursed by Platform Arranger 6 (2,042,388) (51,622) (248,673) (260,730)

Total Expenses 0 83,967,953 1,023,238 66,376 824,405

   
Net (loss)/gain for the year 0 (82,673,496) 4,657,585 (66,349) 3,261,421
 0  
Net realised gain/(loss) on:   

investment securities 3 (c) 27,329,955 (7) 74,095 4,657,285
swap contracts 0 589,416,227 79,819,530 9,647,728 (25,529,355)
foreign currencies and forward foreign exchange contracts 0 (62,384,616) (12,029,735) (142,899) (39,322)
   

Net change in unrealised gain/(loss) on:   
investment securities 3 (c) 11,312,654 – (5,007) (4,970,864)
swap contracts 0 33,586,410 2,511,952 407,748 155,621
foreign currencies and forward foreign exchange contracts 0 1,688,094 (3,021,454) (13,368) –

Net investment gain/(loss) 0 518,275,228 71,937,871 9,901,948 (22,465,214)
            

* Portfolio liquidated on 5 August 2022. 

 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements. 
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  Combined    

  31 December 

  2022 

 Notes EUR 

Income   
Interest income on bank accounts 3 (b) 1,347,732 
Interest income on swap contracts 3 (d) 3,839,257 
Income from reverse repurchase agreements 3 (d) 5,332,293 

Total Income 0 10,519,282 

 0  
Expenses   
Interest expense on bank accounts 3 (b) 6,237 
Interest expense on swap contracts 3 (d) 69,376,457 
Management company fees 6 1,074,876 
Investment manager fees 6 6,555,967 
Fund administration and domiciliary fees 6 1,944,727 
Depositary fees 6 237,830 
Audit fees 0 179,014 
Legal fees 0 701,287 
Taxe d'abonnement 5 898,114 
Transfer agency and shareholder services fees 6 1,825,533 
Directors fees 6 83,806 
Statutory fees  915,403 
Tax service fees  349,677 
Other expenses 3 (h) 8,933 

 0 84,157,861 

Less: Fee waived/reimbursed by Platform Arranger 6 (2,470,073) 

Total Expenses 0 81,687,788 

   
Net loss for the year 0 (71,168,506) 
 0  
Net realised gain/(loss) on:   

investment securities 3 (c) 30,493,552 
swap contracts 0 621,210,720 
foreign currencies and forward foreign exchange contracts 0 (70,949,345) 
   

Net change in unrealised gain/(loss) on:   
investment securities 3 (c) 6,028,568 
swap contracts 0 34,861,469 
foreign currencies and forward foreign exchange contracts 0 (1,280,062) 

Net investment gain 0 549,196,396 
      

 

 

 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements. 
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  GSQuartix  
GS Modified Strategy on the 

Bloomberg Commodity 

  Modified Strategy on the Cross Asset Index (ex Global Enhanced

  Bloomberg Commodity Index Trend Agriculture and Livestock) Equity Income

  Total Return Portfolio Portfolio Portfolio* Portfolio
 Notes USD USD USD USD

Shareholders' Equity at Start of the year after 
Swing adjustment  3,046,850,325 430,905,665 112,358,984 127,772,078
Reversal of prior period swing adjustment 0 – (860,091) – (127,644)
Proceeds from shares issued 0 2,194,650,386 93,076,362 79,783 204,077,148
Payment for shares redeemed 0 (3,282,536,196) (222,497,463) (122,340,715) (109,163,844)
Dividend distribution 0 – – – (15,485,397)
Currency adjustments  13 – – – –
Net investment gain/(loss) for the year 0 518,275,228 71,937,871 9,901,948 (22,465,214)
 0  

Shareholders' Equity at End of the year 0 2,477,239,743 372,562,344 – 184,607,127

 0  
Swing adjustment 3 (i) – 745,125 – –

Shareholders' Equity at End of the year after Swing Adjustment 0 2,477,239,743 373,307,469 – 184,607,127
            

 * Portfolio liquidated on 5 August 2022 
 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements. 
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  Combined    

  31 December

  2022
 Notes EUR

Shareholders' Equity at Start of the year after 
Swing adjustment  3,271,131,406
Reversal of prior period swing adjustment 0 (871,701)
Proceeds from shares issued 0 2,370,186,648
Payment for shares redeemed 0 (3,551,031,387)
Dividend distribution 0 (14,726,460)
Currency adjustments  13 219,312,891
Net investment gain for the year 0 549,196,396
 0 

Shareholders' Equity at End of the year 0 2,843,197,793

 0 
Swing adjustment 3 (i) 698,171

Shareholders' Equity at End of the year after Swing 
Adjustment 0 2,843,895,964
      

 

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements. 
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As at 31 December 2022 Currency 
Outstanding 

Shares 

Net Asset 
Value per 

Share 
Shareholders’ 

Equity* 

GSQuartix Modified Strategy on the 
Bloomberg Commodity Index Total Return 
Portfolio  

"A" Share Class USD 4,861,175 12.01 58,390,999 
"A (CHF Hedged)" Share Class CHF 773,698 7.45 5,766,985 
"A (EUR Hedged)" Share Class EUR 5,050,548 9.85 49,726,204 
"A (GBP Hedged)" Share Class GBP 165,235 9.35 1,545,557 
"C" Share Class USD 15,796,575 13.21 208,687,993 
"C (CHF Hedged)" Share Class CHF 3,693,275 11.54 42,631,342 
"C (EUR Hedged)" Share Class EUR 6,258,649 9.56 59,857,946 
"C (GBP Hedged)" Share Class GBP 23,775 10.28 244,496 
"C (GBP Un-hedged)" Share Class GBP 611,614 14.52 8,879,180 
"I" Share Class USD 127,156 12.90 1,640,936 
"R" Share Class USD 5,319,248 11.68 62,117,260 
"R (EUR Hedged)" Share Class EUR 2,459 13.95 34,312 
"R (GBP Hedged)" Share Class GBP 463,800 9.60 4,450,703 
"R (GBP Un-hedged)" Share Class GBP 40,765,797 13.86 565,139,231 
"R2" Share Class USD 570,155 14.14 8,061,632 
"R2 (EUR Hedged)" Share Class EUR 28,493 15.58 443,962 
"R2 (GBP Un-hedged)" Share Class** GBP 2,439 10.59 25,829 
"R3 (GBP Un-hedged)" Share Class GBP 20,392,278 15.05 306,982,233 
"X" Share Class USD 7,803,391 15.62 121,871,137 
"Y" Share Class USD 23,251,391 10.70 248,896,393 
"Z" Share Class USD 26,351,479 14.75 388,611,611 
"Z (CHF Hedged)" Share Class CHF 2,020,298 14.13 28,540,357 
"Z (EUR Hedged)" Share Class EUR 7,210,782 14.43 104,045,491 
"Z (GBP Hedged)" Share Class GBP 10 14.94 149 

Cross Asset Trend Portfolio  

"E" Share Class USD 21,422,273 11.65 249,609,926 
"E (EUR Hedged)" Share Class** EUR 971,569 10.52 10,221,886 
"E (GBP Hedged)" Share Class GBP 7,749,113 11.28 87,437,422 
"E (JPY Hedged)" Share Class JPY 1,045,329 960.53 1,004,066,840 

Global Enhanced Equity Income Portfolio  

"E" Share Class USD 17,072,896 9.45 161,261,549 
"E (GBP Un-hedged)" Share Class GBP 1,686,459 10.19 17,177,173 
"E (JPY Un-hedged)" Share Class** JPY 382,637 925.23 354,029,153 

  
          

* Shareholders’ Equity is shown in the local currency of the share class. 
** Refer to Appendix VI 
 

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements. 
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As at 31 December 2021 Currency 

Net Asset 
Value per 

Share 
Shareholders’ 

Equity* 

GSQuartix Modified Strategy on the Bloomberg 
Commodity Index Total Return Portfolio  

"A" Share Class USD 10.22 39,519,953 
"A (CHF Hedged)" Share Class CHF 6.54 3,718,218 
"A (EUR Hedged)" Share Class EUR 8.57 30,078,442 
"A (GBP Hedged)" Share Class GBP 8.08 404,518 
"C" Share Class USD 11.17 174,378,876 
"C (CHF Hedged)" Share Class CHF 10.06 37,485,995 
"C (EUR Hedged)" Share Class EUR 8.27 49,536,957 
"C (GBP Hedged)" Share Class GBP 8.84 3,593,916 
"C (GBP Un-hedged)" Share Class**** GBP 11.18 19,210,779 
"I" Share Class USD 10.98 444,326 
"R" Share Class USD 9.85 97,170,027 
"R (EUR Hedged)" Share Class EUR 12.04 29,608 
"R (GBP Hedged)" Share Class GBP 8.21 3,110,725 
"R (GBP Un-hedged)" Share Class GBP 10.34 661,435,822 
"R2" Share Class** USD 11.95 4,492,381 
"R2 (EUR Hedged)" Share Class EUR 13.48 526,108 
"R3 (GBP Un-hedged)" Share Class***** GBP 11.28 241,883,038 
"X" Share Class USD 13.19 297,423,076 
"Y" Share Class USD 9.04 319,910,372 
"Z" Share Class USD 12.45 403,017,507 
"Z (CHF Hedged)" Share Class CHF 12.31 190,388,562 
"Z (EUR Hedged)" Share Class EUR 12.46 93,209,385 
"Z (GBP Hedged)" Share Class GBP 13.14 131 

Cross Asset Trend Portfolio  

"E" Share Class USD 9.53 287,871,720 
"E (CHF Hedged)" Share Class******** CHF 9.69 22,012 
"E (EUR Hedged)" Share Class EUR 9.73 760,687 
"E (GBP Hedged)" Share Class GBP 9.20 92,070,060 
"E (JPY Hedged)" Share Class JPY 794.88 2,059,611,189 

GS Modified Strategy on the Bloomberg 
Commodity Index (ex Agriculture and Livestock) 
Portfolio*********  

"C (EUR Hedged)" Share Class EUR 13.94 2,541,761 
"S" Share Class******* USD 13.46 70,988,514 
"Z" Share Class****** USD 9.67 38,480,006 

Global Enhanced Equity Income Portfolio  

"E" Share Class USD 11.58 125,816,287 
"E (GBP Un-hedged)" Share Class*** GBP 11.20 1,449,110 

  
        

* Shareholders’ Equity is shown in the local currency of the share class. 
** Launched on 17 March 2021. 
*** Launched on 27 April 2021. 
**** Launched on 8 June 2021. 
***** Launched on 15 June 2021. 
****** Launched on 11 November 2021 and closed on 21 June 2022. 
******* Closed on 10 January 2022. 
******** Closed on 13 January 2022. 
********* Portfolio liquidated on 5 August 2022. 
 

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements. 
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As at 31 December 2020 Currency 

Net Asset 
Value per 

Share 
Shareholders’ 

Equity* 

GSQuartix Modified Strategy on the Bloomberg 
Commodity Index Total Return Portfolio  

"A" Share Class USD 7.87 10,081,015 
"A (CHF Hedged)" Share Class CHF 5.10 3,271,150 
"A (EUR Hedged)" Share Class EUR 6.68 13,406,396 
"A (GBP Hedged)" Share Class GBP 6.26 139,979 
"C" Share Class USD 8.54 149,138,464 
"C (CHF Hedged)" Share Class CHF 7.79 12,955,473 
"C (EUR Hedged)" Share Class EUR 6.40 22,452,601 
"C (GBP Hedged)" Share Class GBP 6.81 21,871 
"I" Share Class USD 8.46 319,843 
"R" Share Class USD 7.52 50,135,115 
"R (EUR Hedged)" Share Class EUR 9.29 22,849 
"R (GBP Hedged)" Share Class GBP 6.31 1,307,366 
"R (GBP Un-hedged)" Share Class GBP 7.82 212,852,557 
"R2 (EUR Hedged)" Share Class EUR 10.41 552 
"X" Share Class USD 10.09 176,907,679 
"Y" Share Class USD 6.91 401,251,970 
"Z" Share Class USD 9.50 442,616,869 
"Z (CHF Hedged)" Share Class CHF 9.53 163,000,282 
"Z (EUR Hedged)" Share Class EUR 9.62 94,432,277 
"Z (GBP Hedged)" Share Class GBP 10.05 101 

Cross Asset Trend Portfolio  

"E" Share Class USD 9.67 244,370,427 
"E (CHF Hedged)" Share Class***** CHF 9.93 16,729 
"E (EUR Hedged)" Share Class**** EUR 9.95 1,421,650 
"E (GBP Hedged)" Share Class GBP 9.36 120,648,060 
"E (JPY Hedged)" Share Class JPY 808.87 2,904,022,762 

GS Modified Strategy on the Bloomberg 
Commodity Index (ex Agriculture and Livestock) 
Portfolio********  

"C (EUR Hedged)" Share Class****** EUR 10.69 1,582,054 
"S" Share Class******* USD 10.18 172,257,513 

Global Enhanced Equity Income Portfolio**  

"E" Share Class*** USD 9.91 57,771,045 

  
        

* Shareholders’ Equity is shown in the local currency of the share class. 
** Portfolio launched on 25 February 2020. 
*** Launched on 25 February 2020. 
**** Launched on 29 June 2020. 
***** Launched on 9 July 2020 and closed on 13 January 2022. 
****** Launched on 24 July 2020 and closed on 5 August 2022. 
******* Closed on 10 January 2022. 
******** Portfolio liquidated on 5 August 2022. 
 
 

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements. 
.
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1. Organisation 

Structured Investments SICAV (the “Fund”) was incorporated on 2 February 2007 under the laws of the Grand 
Duchy of Luxembourg as a ‘‘Société d’Investissement à Capital Variable’’, for an unlimited period of time. The 
Fund is registered pursuant to Part I of the Law of 17 December 2010, as amended. As at 31 December 2022 the 
Fund is comprised of three different launched portfolios (the “Portfolios”). 

The Portfolios are managed by Amundi Asset Management as Investment Manager. Goldman Sachs International 
(“GSI”) acts as Platform Arranger for the Portfolios. 
 
The management of each Portfolio does not involve the Investment Manager actively buying and selling securities 
and/or actively using various investment techniques and/or efficient portfolio management techniques on the basis 
of investment judgment and/or economic, financial and market analysis. The Investment Manager will use a 
largely passive strategy to replicate a performance corresponding generally to the performance of a relevant 
Index or Strategy. 

 
2. Investment Objective 

The primary investment objectives of the Portfolios are detailed in the Prospectus and in the relevant 
Supplements of the Prospectus. 

3. Significant Accounting Policies 

The financial statements as at 31 December 2022 have been established based upon the last available Net Asset 
Value ("NAV"), which was 30 December 2022 for all Portfolios except GS Modified Strategy on the Bloomberg 
Commodity Index (ex Agriculture and Livestock) Portfolio for which the last available NAV was 5 August 2022. 

The financial statements have been prepared on a going concern basis for all Portfolios apart from the GS 
Modified Strategy on the Bloomberg Commodity Index (ex Agriculture and Livestock) Portfolio, which was 
liquidated during the year with the last NAV calculated on 5 August 2022. 

(a) Basis of Financial Statements 

The financial statements of the individual Portfolios are presented in their base currency while the combined totals 
of all the Portfolios are presented in Euro. The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the 
Luxembourg law on Undertakings for Collective Investment. The preparation of financial statements requires 
management to make estimates and assumptions that may affect the amounts reported in the financial 
statements and accompanying notes. Actual results may differ from these estimates. 

(b) Investment Transactions, Related Investment Income and Operating Expenses 

Investment transactions are recorded on a trade date basis plus one day in accounting. Realised gains and losses 
are based on the Weighted Average Cost Method. Dividend income is recorded on the ex-dividend date and 
interest income is recorded on the basis of interest accrued. Income, unrealised and realised gains and losses of 
the Portfolio are allocated to each share class based on their relative net assets at each valuation date. 

Operating expenses are recognised on an accrual basis. 

Interest income earned on Government Bonds is reflected in “Interest income from Investments” in the Statement 
of Operations, when earned. 
 
(c) Transaction Costs 

Transaction costs are recognised in the Statement of Operations as part of “Net change in unrealised gain/(loss) on 
investment securities” and “Net realised gain/(loss) on investment securities”. Depositary based transaction costs are 
included in “Depositary fees” in the Statement of Operations. 
 
Transaction costs for fixed income investments, forward currency contracts and other derivative contracts excluding 
futures contracts, are not separately identifiable. For these investments, transaction costs are included in the 
purchase and sales price and are part of the gross investment performance of each Portfolio.  
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3. Significant Accounting Policies (continued) 

(d) Financial Investment in Securities and Valuation 

(i) Recognition and Derecognition 

The Portfolios recognise financial assets and financial liabilities on the date they become party to the contractual 
provisions of the instrument. Purchases and sales of financial assets and financial liabilities are recognised using 
trade date plus one day. From trade date plus one, any gains and losses arising from changes in the value of the 
financial assets or financial liabilities are recorded in the Statement of Operations. 

Financial assets are derecognised when the rights to receive cash flows from the investments have expired or the 
Portfolio has transferred substantially all risks and rewards of ownership. 

(ii) Market Value Measurement Principles 

The value of all securities and derivatives is determined according to the following policies: 

(ii 1) Debt Securities 

Debt securities, comprising Government Bonds, are valued by using a third party pricing service. 

When a debt security has been identified as being in default, the interest accrual on the defaulted security may be 
stopped and upon confirmation from relevant parties, the amount receivable may be written off. 

(ii 2) Securities Purchased under Agreement to Resell 

Securities purchased under agreements to resell (“reverse repurchase agreements”) are transactions whereby the 
Portfolio acquires a security for cash subject to an obligation by the counterparty to repurchase, and the Portfolio 
to resell the security at an agreed upon price and time. Securities purchased under agreements to resell are 
carried at their contractual amounts plus accrued interest as the best estimate of market value. Securities held as 
collateral for tri-party reverse repurchase agreements are maintained for the Portfolio in the Portfolio’s account by 
the tri-party agent until maturity of the reverse repurchase agreement. Securities held as collateral for tri-party 
reverse repurchase agreements are maintained for the Portfolio in the Portfolio’s account by the tri-party agent 
until maturity of the reverse repurchase agreement. During the life of a reverse repurchase agreement, a Portfolio 
acting as an acquirer, cannot sell the securities that are the object of the contract, either before the right to 
repurchase these securities has been exercised by the counterparty, or before the repurchase term has expired 
unless the Portfolio has other means of coverage. The collateral is marked to market daily to ensure that the 
market value of the assets remains sufficient to protect the Portfolio in the event of default by the seller. 
 
All collateral received is held in segregated accounts at the tri-party agent, The Bank of New York Mellon. 

Refer to note 4 for the table showing the amounts received and pledged as collateral for reverse repurchase 
agreements. 

(ii 3) Equity Securities 

Equity securities, listed or dealt in on a stock exchange or on a regulated market shall be valued based on the last 
available closing or settlement price in the relevant market prior to the time of valuation, or any other price 
deemed appropriate by the Board of Directors. The value of equity securities held in a Portfolio which are not 
listed or dealt on a stock exchange or on a regulated market or if, with respect to assets quoted or dealt in on any 
stock exchange or dealt in on any such regulated markets, the last available closing or settlement price is not 
representative of their value, such assets are stated at fair market value or otherwise at the fair value at which it is 
expected they may be resold, as determined in good faith by, or under the direction of, the Board of Directors. 

(ii 4) Derivatives 

A derivative is an instrument whose value is derived from an underlying instrument, index reference rate or a 
combination of these factors. Derivative instruments may be privately negotiated contracts which are often 
referred to as over-the-counter (“OTC”) derivatives or they may be listed and traded on an exchange. Derivative 
contracts may involve future commitments to purchase or sell financial instruments at specified terms on a 
specified date, or to exchange interest payment streams or currencies based on a notional or contractual amount. 
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3. Significant Accounting Policies (continued) 

(d) Financial Investment in Securities and Valuation (continued) 

(ii) Market Value Measurement Principles (continued) 

(ii 4) Derivatives (continued) 

Derivative contracts are stated at fair value and recognised as assets and liabilities on the Statement of Assets 
and Liabilities. Gains and losses resulting from the change in the fair value are reflected on the Statement of 
Operations as a component of change in unrealised gain/(loss). Realised gains or losses are recorded on 
termination or from periodic cash flow payments. 

(ii 4) (a) Swap Contracts 

Swaps, comprising Total Return Swaps, can be linked to any number of underlying investments and indexes, and 
swap terms can vary greatly. Cash flows are exchanged based on the underlying pay and receive legs of the 
swap. Any payments to or received from the swap counterparty are disclosed in the Statement of Operations. Any 
payables or receivables from the swap counterparty are disclosed in the Statement of Assets and Liabilities. Any 
Swap agreements are carried at market value and the value of the swap agreement is based on a counterparty 
provided price, third party pricing service or valuation model. The model considers various inputs including the 
market value of the underlying, the risks associated with the underlying and the specific terms of the contract. 

In connection with these agreements, securities or cash may be identified as collateral or margin in accordance 
with the terms of the respective swap agreements to provide assets of value and recourse in the event of default 
or bankruptcy/insolvency. This collateral or margin is denominated in Fund currency and is paid from the 
depositary account to the counterparty broker. 

For the year ended 31 December 2022, all collateral in relation to total return swaps was received/(pledged) in the 
form of cash. 

To gain exposure to the Strategies mentioned in the Prospectus, the Portfolios have each entered into swap 
agreements with GSI as counterparty, linking the value of the shares of the Portfolios to the total or excess return 
performance of the respective Strategies. The Strategies are algorithmic strategies, for which GSI acts as strategy 
sponsor and strategy calculation agent. 

(ii 4) (b) Forward Foreign Exchange Contracts 

In a forward foreign exchange contract, the Portfolio agrees to receive or deliver a fixed quantity of one currency 
for another, at a predetermined price at a future date. Purchases and sales of forward foreign exchange contracts 
having the same notional value, settlement date and counterparty and right to settle net are generally offset 
(which result in a net foreign currency position of zero with the counterparty). 

The value of forward foreign exchange contracts is based on the price at which a new forward foreign exchange 
contract of the same notional value, currency and maturity could be affected at the close of business in the 
principal currency markets in which these currencies are traded. 

(e) Cash 

Cash is valued at cost, which approximates fair value. 

(f) Due from Brokers and due to Brokers 

Due from brokers and due to brokers consists primarily of cash collateral receivable/payable from the 
counterparty. Due from brokers and due to brokers are valued at cost, which approximates fair value. 

(g) Foreign Currency Translation 

The books and records of all Portfolios are maintained in their base currency. Transactions in foreign currencies 
are translated at the foreign currency exchange rate in effect at the date of the transaction. Assets and liabilities 
denominated in foreign currencies are translated at the foreign currency closing exchange rate in effect at the 
year-end date. 
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3. Significant Accounting Policies (continued) 

(g) Foreign Currency Translation (continued) 

Foreign currency exchange differences arising on translation and realised gains and losses on disposals or 
settlements of assets and liabilities are recognised in the Statement of Operations. Foreign currency exchange 
gains or losses relating to investments, derivative financial instruments, and all other foreign currency exchange 
gains or losses relating to monetary items, including cash and cash equivalents, are reflected in the net realised 
gain/(loss) or net change in unrealised gain/(loss) on the Statement of Operations. 

The reference currency of the Fund is Euro. The exchange rate used to convert assets and liabilities at 30 
December 2022, was as follows: 
 

 
 

30 December 2022 

1 EUR = 1.0673 USD 
 

 

 

The following average exchange rates were used to calculate the Total Combined in the Statement of Operation 
and Statement of Changes in Shareholders’ Equity: 
 

GSQuartix Modified Strategy on the Bloomberg 
Commodity Index Total Return Portfolio 

1 EUR = 1.0513 USD 

Cross Asset Trend Portfolio 1 EUR = 1.0515 USD 

GSQuartix Modified Strategy on the Bloomberg 
Commodity Index ex (Agriculture and Livestock) 
Portfolio* 

1 EUR = 1.0796 USD 

Global Enhanced Equity Income Portfolio 1 EUR = 1.0515 USD 

*GS Modified Strategy on the Bloomberg Commodity Index (ex Agriculture and Livestock) Portfolio was liquidated 
on 5 August 2022. 

(h) Expenses 

Unless provided otherwise in the relevant supplement to the Prospectus, expenses incurred by the Fund that do 
not specifically relate to an individual Portfolio or Share Class of the Fund may be allocated to the relevant 
Portfolios or Share Classes based on their respective net assets or depending upon the nature of the charges. 
Expenses directly attributable to a Portfolio or Share Class are charged to that Portfolio or Share Class unless 
provided otherwise in the relevant supplement to the Prospectus. 

(i) Alternative Net Asset Value Calculation Method (“Swing Pricing”) 

On any Valuation Day as per the Prospectus the Board of Directors of the Fund may determine to apply swing 
pricing (to include such reasonable factors as they see fit) to the net asset value per share. This method of net 
asset value calculation is intended to pass the estimated costs of underlying investment activity of the Portfolio to 
the active Shareholders by adjusting the net asset value of the relevant share and thus to protect the Portfolio’s 
long-term Shareholders from costs associated with ongoing redemption and subscription activity. This is 
processed as a capital adjustment. 
 

Swing pricing may take account of trading spreads on the Portfolio’s investments, the value of any duties and 
charges incurred as a result of trading and may include an estimate of market impact. Based on the prevailing 
market conditions and the level of subscriptions or redemptions requested by Shareholders or potential 
Shareholders in relation to the size of the relevant Portfolio, it is determined for a particular Portfolio to apply 
swing pricing, the Portfolio’s NAV may be valued either on a bid or offer basis. 
 

Because the determination of whether to value the Portfolio’s net asset value on a bid or offer basis is based on 
the net transaction activity of the relevant day, Shareholders transacting in the opposite direction of the Portfolio’s 
net transaction activity may benefit at the expense of the other Shareholders in the Portfolio. In addition, the 
Portfolio’s net asset value and short-term performance may experience greater volatility as a result of swing 
pricing. 
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3. Significant Accounting Policies (continued) 

(i) Alternative Net Asset Value Calculation Method (“Swing Pricing”) (continued) 

Investors should be aware that, the factor used to apply swing pricing (“swing factor”) will generally not exceed 
2% of the NAV of the Portfolio, unless otherwise stated in the relevant Supplement. The swing factor applied to 
individual Portfolios will be reviewed by the Investment Manager on a periodic basis in order to verify their 
appropriateness in light of prevailing market conditions. 

The reversal of the swing net asset calculation method presented in the Statement of Changes in Shareholders’ 
Equity represents the reversal of the amount applied as at 31 December 2021. 

Cross Asset Trend Portfolio applied swing pricing as at 31 December 2022. 

4. Collateral for Reverse Repurchase Agreements 

The table below shows the amounts pledged/received as collateral for reverse repurchase agreements as at 31 
December 2022: 

  For the year ended 31 December 2022  

Portfolio Counterparty Notional 
(portfolio 
currency) 

% of 
Shareholders’ 

Equity 

Collateral 

Where 
held Type 

Total Market 
Value of 

collateral 
received 

(portfolio 
currency) 

% of 
Notional 

Cross Asset 
Trend 
Portfolio 

Goldman 
Sachs 

International* 355,000,000 95.10% 

The Bank 
of New 
York 
Mellon - 
Depositary Bonds 367,524,811 103.53% 

 

* Goldman Sachs International is a related party. 
 
As at 31 December 2022, securities received as collateral under reverse repurchase agreements are composed 
of bonds issued or guaranteed by a member state of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (“OECD”) or by their local public authorities or by supranational institutions and undertakings with 
European Union (“EU”), regional or world-wide scope being assigned a rating of Aa3 or its equivalent. 

The currency of the collateral pledged/received is denominated in the currency of the Portfolio 

The table below shows the maturity tenor of the collateral received as at 31 December 2022: 

Portfolio  Maturity Tenor Portfolio 
Currency 

Total Market value 
of collateral 

received  

Cross Asset Trend Portfolio 
 
 

Less than one month USD 
1 

One month to three months USD 
1,794,681 

Three months to one year USD 
12,561,784 

Above one year USD 
353,168,345 

Total  USD 
367,524,811 
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5. Taxation 

Taxation - Luxembourg 

The Fund is generally not liable for any Luxembourg tax on profits or income, nor are the dividends paid by a 
Portfolio liable to any Luxembourg withholding tax. However, the Fund is as a rule liable in Luxembourg to a 
subscription tax (taxe d'abonnement) of 0.05% per annum. The taxable basis of the subscription tax is the 
aggregate net assets of the Fund as valued on the last day of each quarter.  

This rate is however 0.01% per annum for each of the following:  

• undertakings whose exclusive object is the collective investment in money market instruments and the placing of 
deposits with credit institutions; 

• undertakings whose exclusive object is the collective investment in deposits with credit institutions; and 

• individual compartments of undertakings for collective investment (“UCI”) with multiple compartments referred to 
in the law dated 17 December 2010, as amended, as well as for individual classes of securities issued within a 
UCI or within a compartment of a UCI with multiple compartments, provided that the securities of such 
compartments or classes are reserved to one or more institutional investors. 

 

Taxation - General 

Each Portfolio may be subject to taxation on capital gains, interest and dividends in certain jurisdictions in which 
each Portfolio invests. It is the policy of each Portfolio to accrue for any such taxes on dividends and interest 
when the dividend is declared, interest is earned or capital gains are realised. At each valuation date, taxation on 
realised and unrealised appreciation of securities may be accrued for at statutory rates. 

Prospective investors should consult their own taxation advisors regarding the tax implications of investing in the 
Fund in relation to their own individual circumstances as they may differ from the general statements that appear 
above. 
 

6. Significant Agreements 

Management Company 

The Fund has appointed Amundi Luxembourg S.A to serve as its Management Company (the “Management 
Company”) in accordance with the Luxembourg law of 17 December 2010 (the “2010 Law”). The Management 
Company received a Management Company fee per Portfolio of 0.03% per annum. The Management Company 
fee accrues on each valuation day and is generally paid monthly in arrears. 

Investment Manager 

The Management Company, with the consent of the Board of Directors of the Fund, has delegated the investment 
management of the Portfolios listed below to Amundi Asset Mangement (the "Investment Manager"), to implement 
the investment objective and policy of each Portfolio 
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6. Significant Agreements (continued) 

Investment Manager (continued) 
The Investment Manager receives a maximum fee payable per annum of each Portfolio as follows: 
  

 

 

Portfolio Share Class 

Investment 
Manager Fee 

(in % of Net Assets) 

GSQuartix Modified Strategy on the Bloomberg Commodity Index Total 
Return Portfolio 

"A" Share Class 1.00% 
"A (CHF Hedged)" Share Class 1.00% 
"A (EUR Hedged)" Share Class 1.00% 
"A (GBP Hedged)" Share Class 1.00% 
"C" Share Class 0.30% 
"C (CHF Hedged)" Share Class 0.30% 
"C (EUR Hedged)" Share Class 0.30% 
"C (GBP Hedged)" Share Class 0.30% 
"C (GBP Un-hedged)" Share Class 0.30% 
"I" Share Class 1.00% 
"R" Share Class 0.10% 
"R (EUR Hedged)" Share Class 0.15% 
"R (GBP Hedged)" Share Class 0.15% 
"R (GBP Un-hedged)" Share Class 0.15% 
"R2" Share Class 0.30% 
"R2 (EUR Hedged)" Share Class 0.30% 
"R2 (GBP Un-hedged)" Share Class* 0.30% 
"R3 (GBP Un-hedged)" Share Class 0.30% 
"X" Share Class 0.25% 
"Y" Share Class 0.20% 
"Z" Share Class 0.15% 
"Z (CHF Hedged)" Share Class 0.15% 
"Z (EUR Hedged)" Share Class 0.15% 
"Z (GBP Hedged)" Share Class 0.15% 

Cross Asset Trend Portfolio 

"E" Share Class 0.00% 
"E (EUR Hedged)" Share Class* 0.00% 
"E (GBP Hedged)" Share Class 0.00% 
"E (JPY Hedged)" Share Class 0.00% 

GS Modified Strategy on the Bloomberg Commodity Index (ex Agriculture and 
Livestock) Portfolio* 

"C (EUR Hedged)" Share Class 0.30% 
"R" Share Class* 0.30% 

Global Enhanced Equity Income Portfolio 

"E" Share Class 0.10% 
"E (GBP Un-hedged)" Share Class 0.10% 
"E (JPY Un-hedged)" Share Class* 0.10% 

 
    

 
* Refer to Appendix VI  
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6. Significant Agreements (continued) 

Directors’ Remuneration 
Mr. Jean de Courrèges and Ms. Susanne van Dootingh are Independent Directors. They have had no executive 
function with the Investment Manager, the Management Company, GSI or its affiliated companies. Mr. Claude 
Kremer serves as Non-Executive Director on the Board of the Fund and Amundi Luxembourg S.A. (the 
Management Company of the Fund). He also serves as a Partner in Arendt and Medernach S.A. (the Legal 
Advisor of the Fund). The Fund pays each independent Director and Non-Executive Director an annual fee for 
their services as Director of the Fund.  
 
Mr. Andrew Cook served as a Director until 29 April 2022. He was employed by GSI and received no 
compensation from the Fund.  
 
Ms. Laura Elliott was appointed as a Director on 16 May 2022. She is employed by Goldman Sachs and receives 
no compensation from the Fund. 
 
The total directors remuneration borne by the Fund for the year ended 31 December 2022 is Euro 83,806. 

Fund Administration 

The Management Company has appointed The Bank of New York Mellon SA/NV Luxembourg branch as Fund 
Administrator for the Fund. The Fund Administrator fee is determined in accordance with the applicable market 
standards in Luxembourg and is proportionate to the NAV of each portfolio. 

Platform Arranger 

The Fund has appointed GSI as Platform Arranger. 

Registrar and Transfer Agency 

The Management Company has appointed RBC Investor Services Bank S.A. (the “Registrar and Transfer Agent”) 
as Transfer Agent and Registrar for the Fund. The day-to-day services provided to the Fund by the Transfer 
Agent include receiving and processing subscription and redemption orders, allotting and issuing Shares and 
maintaining the Shareholder register for the Shares. 

The Transfer Agent is paid a fee, quarterly in arrears, out of the net assets of the Portfolios. The Transfer Agent’s 
fee consists of both a fixed and variable fee. 
 
Depositary 

The Fund has appointed The Bank of New York Mellon SA/NV Luxembourg branch (the “Depositary”) as 
Depositary. The depositary fee is determined in accordance with the applicable market standards in Luxembourg 
and is reasonable and proportionate to the NAV of the Portfolio. 

Such fee is payable on a monthly basis to the Depositary. The Depositary is paid 0.02% per annum of each 
Portfolio’s average NAV per year. 

Domiciliary and Corporate Agent 

The Fund has appointed The Bank of New York Mellon SA/NV Luxembourg branch as the Fund’s Domiciliary and 
Corporate Agent. The Domiciliary and Corporate Agent is entitled to receive a fee of EUR 5,000 per Portfolio per 
annum. These fees form part of the “Fund Administration and domiciliary fees” expenses as disclosed in the 
Statement of Operations. 
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6. Significant Agreements (continued) 

Hedging Agent 

The Management Company has appointed The Bank of New York Mellon as the Hedging Agent (the “Hedging 
Agent”). 

The Hedging Agent is entitled to receive a Hedging Agent fee of a maximum of 0.015% per annum per hedged 
class of Shares with an annual minimum fee of USD 5,000 per Portfolio and USD 5,000 per hedged class of 
Shares. This fee will be payable by the Portfolio to the Hedging Agent on a semi-annual basis. These fees form 
part of the “Fund Administration and domiciliary fees” expenses as documented in the Statement of Operations. 

Fees waived / Reimbursed by Platform Arranger 
 
To the extent that the actual Management Company, Depositary, Registrar and Transfer Agency, Fund 
Administration fees and other operating expenses for each Portfolio exceed the cap level foreseen in the relevant 
Supplement to the Prospectus during the financial year, those amounts are disclosed under the caption “Fee 
waived/reimbursed by the Platform Arranger” in the Statement of Operations. 
 

For information of the fees applicable for a specific period, please refer to the Prospectus and its relevant 
addenda. 

7. Share Capital 
 
Shares of the Portfolios may be purchased through Registrar and Transfer Agent and any sub-distributor daily, at 
the NAV per share of the relevant class of shares of the Portfolio on such date, plus any applicable sales charge. 
The maximum sales charge and the minimum initial investment per class are detailed in the Fund’s Prospectus. 

The following tables below and overleaf summarise the activity in the Portfolio’s shares for the period ended 31 
December 2022:  
 

Portfolio Share Class 
Balance at 
1-Jan-2022 Subscriptions Redemptions 

Balance at 
31-Dec-2022 

GSQuartix Modified Strategy on the 
Bloomberg Commodity Index Total Return 
Portfolio     

"A" Share Class 3,865,676 4,370,050 3,374,551 4,861,175 
"A (CHF Hedged)" Share Class 568,580 436,887 231,769 773,698 
"A (EUR Hedged)" Share Class 3,508,067 9,474,218 7,931,737 5,050,548 
"A (GBP Hedged)" Share Class 50,094 136,197 21,056 165,235 
"C" Share Class 15,617,261 22,451,913 22,272,599 15,796,575 
"C (CHF Hedged)" Share Class 3,727,569 587,815 622,109 3,693,275 
"C (EUR Hedged)" Share Class 5,989,638 26,844,491 26,575,480 6,258,649 
"C (GBP Hedged)" Share Class 406,638 731,407 1,114,270 23,775 
"C (GBP Un-hedged)" Share Class 1,718,998 2,491,109 3,598,493 611,614 
"I" Share Class 40,454 90,439 3,737 127,156 
"R" Share Class 9,864,659 596,623 5,142,034 5,319,248 
"R (EUR Hedged)" Share Class 2,459 – – 2,459 
"R (GBP Hedged)" Share Class 378,812 131,467 46,479 463,800 
"R (GBP Un-hedged)" Share Class 63,962,166 4,564,565 27,760,934 40,765,797 
"R2" Share Class 375,918 1,383,253 1,189,016 570,155 
"R2 (EUR Hedged)" Share Class 39,042 11,435 21,984 28,493 
"R2 (GBP Un-hedged)" Share Class* – 2,995 556 2,439 
"R3 (GBP Un-hedged)" Share Class 21,436,902 9,235,031 10,279,655 20,392,278 
"X" Share Class 22,543,415 8,759,355 23,499,379 7,803,391 
"Y" Share Class 35,394,590 14,454,422 26,597,621 23,251,391 
"Z" Share Class 32,382,347 22,258,021 28,288,889 26,351,479 
"Z (CHF Hedged)" Share Class 15,466,007 1,714,444 15,160,153 2,020,298 
"Z (EUR Hedged)" Share Class 7,480,347 27,320,614 27,590,179 7,210,782 
"Z (GBP Hedged)" Share Class 10 92,000 92,000 10 

Total 244,819,649 158,138,751 231,414,680 171,543,720 
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7.    Share Capital (continued) 

Portfolio Share Class 
Balance at 
1-Jan-2022 Subscriptions Redemptions 

Balance at 
31-Dec-2022 

Cross Asset Trend Portfolio     

"E" Share Class 30,192,677 4,127,894 12,898,298 21,422,273 
"E (CHF Hedged)" Share Class* 2,272 – 2,272 – 
"E (EUR Hedged)" Share Class* 78,193 1,035,221 141,845 971,569 
"E (GBP Hedged)" Share Class 10,011,239 2,702,562 4,964,688 7,749,113 
"E (JPY Hedged)" Share Class 2,591,094 74,060 1,619,825 1,045,329 

Total 42,875,475 7,939,737 19,626,928 31,188,284 

GS Modified Strategy on the Bloomberg 
Commodity Index (ex Agriculture and 
Livestock) Portfolio*     

"C (EUR Hedged)" Share Class 182,328 – 182,328 – 
"R" Share Class* – 137 137 – 
"S" Share Class* 5,275,008 – 5,275,008 – 
"Z" Share Class* 3,977,452 7,600 3,985,052 – 

Total 9,434,788 7,737 9,442,525 – 

Global Enhanced Equity Income Portfolio     

"E" Share Class 10,864,181 16,177,610 9,968,895 17,072,896 
"E (GBP Un-hedged)" Share Class 129,378 2,300,865 743,784 1,686,459 
"E (JPY Un-hedged)" Share Class* – 382,637 – 382,637 

Total 10,993,559 18,861,112 10,712,679 19,141,992 
          

 

* Refer to Appendix VI 

 

8. Distributions 

The “E” Share Class and “E (GBP Un-hedged)” and “E (JPY Un-hedged)” Share Class of Global Enhanced Equity 
Income Portfolio declared dividend distributions of USD 14,013,415, USD 1,452,927 and USD 19,055 during the 
year. 

9. Financial Investments and Associated Risks 

The Portfolios’ investing activities expose them to various types of risks that are associated with the financial 
investments and markets in which they invest (the “Investment Risks”). These may be both derivative and non-
derivative financial investments. The Portfolios’ investment portfolios are comprised of debt and derivative 
investments at the year end. The Board has appointed the Management Company to manage the Investment 
Risks of the Portfolios. The significant types of financial risks which the Portfolios are exposed to are market risk, 
liquidity risk and credit risk. The Prospectus provides details of these and other types of risk some of which are 
additional to the information provided in these financial statements. 

Asset allocation is determined by the Portfolios’ Investment Manager who manages the allocation of assets to 
achieve the investment objectives as detailed in the Prospectus. Achievement of the investment objectives 
involves taking risks. Divergence from the benchmark and/or the target asset allocation and the composition of 
the Portfolio is monitored by the Portfolios’ Investment Manager. 

The risk management policies employed by the Management Company are detailed below: 

(a) Market Risk 

The potential for changes in the market value of the Portfolio’s investment portfolio is referred to as market risk. 
Commonly used categories of market risk include currency risk, interest rate risk and other price risk. 
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9. Financial Investments and Associated Risks (continued) 

(a) Market Risk (continued) 

(i) Currency risks may result from exposures to changes in spot prices, forward prices and volatilities of 
currency rates. 
 

(ii) Interest rate risks may result from exposures to changes in the level, slope and curvature of the various 
yield curves, the volatility of interest rates, mortgage prepayment speeds and credit spreads. 
 

(iii) Other price risks are the risk that the value of an investment will fluctuate as a result of changes in market 
prices other than those arising from currency risk or interest rate risk and may result from exposure to 
changes in the prices and volatilities of individual equities, equity baskets, equity indices, and 
commodities. 

(i)  Currency Risk 

The Portfolios may invest in financial investments and enter into transactions denominated in currencies other 
than its Portfolios’ base currencies. Consequently, a Portfolio may be exposed to the risk that the exchange rate 
of its base currency relative to other foreign currencies may change in a manner that has an adverse effect on the 
value of that portion of a Portfolio’s assets or liabilities denominated in currencies other than the base currency. 

When an investor invests into a Share Class which is in a different currency to the base currency of the Portfolio 
in which it invests, the currency risk of the investor will be different to the currency risk of the Portfolio. 

(ii)  Interest Rate Risk 

The Portfolios may invest in fixed income securities and interest rate swaps contracts. Any change to relevant 
interest rates for particular securities may result in the Investment Manager being unable to secure similar returns 
upon the expiry of contracts or the sale of securities. In addition, changes to prevailing interest rates or changes in 
expectations of future rates may result in an increase or decrease in the value of the securities held. In general, if 
interest rates rise, the value of fixed income securities will decline. A decline in interest rates will in general, have 
the opposite effect. All fixed income securities and floating rate securities, together with their coupon and maturity 
date are disclosed in the Schedule of Investments. The Portfolios may invest in instruments in desired currencies 
at fixed, floating and zero rates of interest. 

(iii)  Other Price Risk 

Other price risk is the risk that the value of a financial investment will fluctuate as a result of changes in market 
prices, other than those arising from currency risk or interest rate risk whether caused by factors specific to an 
individual investment, its issuer or any factor affecting financial investments traded in the market. As the 
Portfolios’ financial investments are carried at market value with market value changes recognised in the 
Statement of Operations, all changes in market conditions will directly affect Shareholders’ equity. 

The London Inter-bank Offered Rate (“LIBOR”) is the average of interest rates estimated by leading banks in 
London, based on what they would be charged to borrow from other banks. The Funds may use LIBOR 
benchmarks, undertake transactions in instruments that are valued using LIBOR rates or enter into contracts 
which determine payment obligations by reference to LIBOR. Certain LIBORs ceased publication after 31 
December 2021 and, in connection with those rates, the Funds have transitioned to successor or alternative 
reference rates as necessary. Other LIBORs will cease publication at dates announced or to be announced in the 
future. In some instances, regulators may restrict new use of LIBORs prior to the actual cessation date. Until then, 
Funds may continue to invest in instruments that reference LIBOR due to favourable liquidity or pricing. 

In advance of the expected future transition dates, regulators and market participants have worked to identify or 
develop successor reference rates and spreads (if any) to be utilised in existing contracts or instruments as part of 
the transition away from LIBOR. Nonetheless, the termination of LIBOR presents risks to the Funds. It is not 
possible to identify exhaustively those risks, but they include the risk that a suitable transition mechanism may not 
be found or may not be suitable for the Funds. In addition, any substitute reference rate and any pricing 
adjustments imposed unilaterally, by a regulator or by counterparties, may not be suitable for the Funds, resulting 
in costs incurred to close out positions and place replacement trades and the reduced effectiveness of any 
hedges. 
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9. Financial Investments and Associated Risks (continued) 

(b)  Liquidity Risk 

Liquidity risk is the risk that the Portfolios will encounter difficulty in meeting obligations associated with financial 
liabilities that are settled by delivering cash or another financial asset. Among other things liquidity could be 
impaired by an inability to access secured and/or unsecured sources of financing, an inability to sell assets or 
unforeseen outflows of cash or collateral or violations of Principal Trading Broker terms or covenants. This 
situation may arise due to circumstances outside of a Portfolio’s control, such as a general market disruption or an 
operational problem affecting the Portfolio or third parties. Also, the ability to sell assets may be impaired if other 
market participants are seeking to sell similar assets at the same time. 

The Portfolios’ financial investments include investments in derivative contracts traded over-the-counter, which 
are not traded in an organised public market and which may be illiquid and in investments which may represent a 
significant percentage of issue size. As a result, the Portfolios may not be able to liquidate quickly some of these 
investments at an amount close to fair value in order to meet requirements, or to respond to specific events such 
as deterioration in the creditworthiness of any particular issuer. The forced liquidation of investment positions may 
cause financial losses. 

The Portfolios provide for the subscription and redemption of Shares and it is therefore exposed to the liquidity 
risk associated with Shareholder redemptions in accordance with the terms in the Prospectus. The Portfolios are 
managed to include liquid investments which the Investment Manager believes are sufficient to meet normal 
liquidity needs although substantial redemptions of Shares in the Portfolios could require the Portfolios to liquidate 
their investments more rapidly than otherwise desirable in order to raise cash for the redemptions and changes in 
the liquidity of the Portfolios’ underlying investments once acquired can adversely impact its position in this 
respect. These factors could adversely affect the value of the Shares redeemed, the valuation of the shares that 
remain outstanding and the liquidity of the Portfolios’ remaining assets if more liquid assets have been sold to 
meet redemptions. 

(c)   Credit Risk 

Credit risk is the risk that one party to a financial investment will cause a financial loss for the other party by failing 
to discharge an obligation. 

The Investment Manager has adopted procedures to reduce credit risk related to its dealings with counterparties. 
Before transacting with any counterparty, the Investment Manager or its affiliates evaluate both credit-worthiness 
and reputation by conducting a credit analysis of the party, their business and reputation. The credit risk of 
approved counterparties is then monitored on an ongoing basis, including periodic reviews of financial statements 
and interim financial reports as needed. 

Debt securities are subject to the risk of issuers or a guarantor’s inability to meet principal and interest payments 
on its obligations and are subject to price volatility due to factors such as interest rate sensitivity, market 
perception of the credit worthiness of the issuer and general market liquidity. 

In order to reduce exposure to credit losses, some over-the-counter derivative agreements entered into by the 
Fund permit netting of transactions arising under such agreements, excluding those with counterparties executing 
only spot foreign exchange contracts. While such netting rights do not result in an offset of reported assets and 
liabilities, they do provide for the reduction of credit risk on favourable over-the-counter transactions with a single 
counterparty to the extent of the value of unfavourable over-the-counter transactions with the same counterparty 
upon the occurrence of an event of default or termination event as all over-the-counter transactions with the 
counterparty under such agreement are terminated and amounts owed from and amounts payable to the 
counterparty are settled on a net basis. 

The Fund is subject to a number of risks relating to the insolvency, administration, liquidation or other formal 
protection from creditors (“Insolvency”) of the Depositary. These risks include without limitation: 

1. The loss of all cash held with the Depositary which is not being treated as client money both at the level of 
the Custodian and any sub-custodians (“client money”). 

2. The loss of all cash which the Depositary has failed to treat as client money in accordance with 
procedures (if any) agreed with the Fund. 
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9. Financial Investments and Associated Risks (continued) 

(c)   Credit Risk (continued) 

3. The loss of some or all of any securities held on trust which have not been properly segregated and so 
identified both at the level of the Depositary and any sub-custodians (“trust assets”) or client money held 
by or with the Depositary in connection with a reduction to pay for administrative costs of an Insolvency 
and/or the process of identifying and transferring the relevant trust assets and/or client money for other 
reasons according to the particular circumstances of the Insolvency. 

4. Losses of some or all assets due to the incorrect operation of accounts by the Depositary. 

5. Losses caused by prolonged delays in receiving transfers of balances and regaining control over the 
relevant assets.  

An insolvency could cause severe disruption to the Fund’s investment activity. In some circumstances, this could 
cause the Directors to temporarily suspend the calculation of the NAV and dealings in Shares. 

(d) Additional Risks 

(i)  Concentration Risk 

The Portfolios may invest in a limited number of investments and investment themes. A consequence of a limited 
number of investments is that performance may be more favourably or unfavourably affected by the performance 
of an individual investment. 

(ii)  Counterparty Risk 

GSI performs several roles with respect to the Portfolios: it is acting as Platform Arranger on behalf of the 
Portfolios (refer to Note 6), as Global Distributor for the Portfolios, and it will also act as the counterparty to 
derivative transactions with the Portfolios and as the calculation agent in respect of those derivative transactions. 
GSI will make a profit from the price of the derivative instruments, which may not be the best price available in the 
market. 

The ability of the Portfolios to meet its obligations to investors will depend on the receipt by them of payments 
owed to the Portfolios by GSI under the swap agreements. As a result, the Portfolios will be exposed to the 
creditworthiness of GSI. Although swap agreements are collateralised, the value of such collateral may decline in 
between collateral rebalancing dates.  

The table below shows amounts (pledged)/received as collateral for swap contracts as at 31 December 2022: 
 

  

Portfolio Collateral Type Currency Collateral Value 

GSQuartix Modified Strategy on the Bloomberg 
Commodity Index Total Return Portfolio Cash USD (7,560,000) 

Cross Asset Trend Portfolio Cash USD 6,280,000 

Global Enhanced Equity Income Portfolio Cash USD (4,890,000) 

 Total USD (6,170,000) 
        

Goldman Sachs International is a related party. 

Cash received as collateral is not reinvested and is held at the Depositary. 
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9. Financial Investments and Associated Risks (continued) 

(d) Additional Risks (continued) 

(ii)  Counterparty Risk (continued) 

The table below shows the maturity profile of collateral (pledged)/received as at 31 December 2022:  

 

  

Portfolio Maturity Profile Currency 
Market Value of  

Collateral 
(Pledged)/Received 

GSQuartix Modified Strategy on the Bloomberg 
Commodity Index Total Return Portfolio Open Maturity USD (7,560,000) 

Cross Asset Trend Portfolio Open Maturity USD 6,280,000 

Global Enhanced Equity Income Portfolio Open Maturity USD (4,890,000) 

 Total USD (6,170,000) 
        

 

As calculation agent, GSI will have the authority to make determinations that could affect the NAV of the shares in 
Portfolios and/or the calculation of the amount due with respect to a subscription, conversion, redemption or 
termination of the Portfolios. 
 

(iii) Operational Risk 

Operational risk is the potential for loss caused by a deficiency in information, communications, transaction 
processing and settlement, and accounting systems. The Funds’ service providers, including sub-custodians and 
others as shown on page 2, maintain controls and procedures for the purpose of helping to manage operational 
risk. Reviews of the service levels of service providers are performed on a regular basis by the Platform Arranger. 
No assurance is given that these measures will be 100% effective. 

(iv)  Legal, Tax and Regulatory Risks 

Legal, tax and regulatory changes could occur during the duration of the Portfolios which may adversely affect the 
Portfolios. 

With respect to tax, the Portfolios may be subject to taxation on capital gains, interest and dividends in certain 
jurisdictions where the Portfolio invests. 

The interpretation and applicability of the tax law and regulations by tax authorities at times may not be clear or 
consistent. Tax obligations where probable and estimable are recorded as liabilities. However, some tax 
obligations are subject to uncertainty and may result in additional tax liabilities, interest and penalties based on 
future actions, interpretations or judgements of these authorities covering current and past positions. Accounting 
standards may also change, creating or removing an obligation for the Portfolios to accrue for a potential tax 
liability. Consequently, it is possible that certain potential tax obligations which currently are not probable may 
become so which may result in additional tax liabilities for the Portfolios in the future and these additional liabilities 
may be material. 

Because of the foregoing uncertainties, the NAV may not reflect the tax liabilities ultimately borne by the Fund, 
including at the time of any subscriptions, redemptions or exchanges of interest in the Fund, which could have an 
adverse impact on investors at that time. 

(v)  Indices and Strategies Risks 

For those Portfolios that are designed to replicate a particular Index or Strategy, the associated risks are 
disclosed in detail in the Prospectus. 
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10. Statement of Changes in Portfolio 

A Statement of Changes in Portfolio is available, free of charge, upon request from the registered office. 

11. Commissions for Research and/or Executions 

The Fund did not enter into any third party commission arrangements, or pay commissions for research and/or 
execution for the year ended 31 December 2022. 

12. Prospectus 

The latest Prospectus for the Fund dated 21 June 2022 is available, upon request, from the Fund’s Administrator.  

13. Currency Adjustment 

The opening value of the Fund has been restated at the exchange rates ruling at 31 December 2022. The 
resulting gain of EUR 219,312,891 represents the movement in exchange rates between 31 December 2021 and 
31 December 2022. This is a notional gain, which has no impact on the NAV of the individual Portfolios. 

14. Related Party Transactions 

For all of the Portfolios, GSI may be selected as the Approved Counterparty to OTC derivative transactions 
(including Swap Agreements), Indices and/or Strategies, as applicable and Reverse Repurchase Agreements and 
act as the Calculation Agent in respect of those OTC derivative transactions. 
 
Some of the OTC derivative instruments used by the Portfolios are highly specialized and there may be no 
counterparty other than GSI which provides such an OTC derivative instrument. The investment objectives of 
some Portfolios may relate to or be based on Indices or Strategies sponsored, maintained or administered by 
Goldman Sachs International, as more fully described in the Prospectus. Where this is the case, it may be difficult 
to select Approved Counterparties other than GSI to enter into OTC derivative contracts, or to do so on terms that 
are competitive with terms offered by GSI. 
 
GSI may have multiple roles in connection with a Portfolio and/or Indices or Strategies referenced by a Portfolio 
and/or their underlying components, as further described in the Prospectus. In particular, in connection with a 
Portfolio, GSI may act as Platform Arranger, Global Distributor, Swap Counterparty, Reverse Repurchase 
Counterparty, calculation agent for OTC derivative transactions, Index or Strategy sponsor and/or Index or 
Strategy calculation agent. 

Although GSI will perform its obligations in a commercially reasonable manner, investors should be aware that 
GSI may face conflicts between these roles and its own interests. However, GSI operates arrangements in order 
to mitigate such conflicts of interests and/or to facilitate that they do not affect the interests of the Fund: these 
roles are functionally separate; they are carried out by different personnel who are subject to different duties, 
operate independently of each other and have access to different information. 
 
During the year under review, certain purchases and sales of swaps and reverse repurchase agreements held by 
the Fund were carried out with GSI as a counterparty. See the Schedule of Investments for those Portfolios which 
held swap agreements or reverse repurchase agreements with GSI as counterparty at year end. 

15. Transaction Cost 

 The Portfolio’s did not incur any transaction costs for the year ended 31 December 2022. 

16. Cross Liabilities 

In accordance with Luxembourg law, each Portfolio is “ring-fenced” and considered to constitute a single pool of 
assets and liabilities, so that the rights of Shareholders and creditors in relation to each Portfolio should be limited 
to the assets of that Portfolio. As at 31 December 2022 there was no cross sub-fund investment within the Fund. 
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17. Contingent Liabilities 

There are no contingent liabilities as at 31 December 2022 (31 December 2021: Nil). 

18. Total Expense Ratio 
 
The table below show the Annualised Total Expense Ratio's for the Portfolios for the year ended 31 December 
2022: 
 

Portfolio Share Class 
Annualised Total  

Expense Ratio 

GSQuartix Modified Strategy on the Bloomberg Commodity Index Total 
Return Portfolio 

"A" Share Class 1.15% 
"A (CHF Hedged)" Share Class 1.15% 
"A (EUR Hedged)" Share Class 1.15% 
"A (GBP Hedged)" Share Class 1.16% 
"C" Share Class 0.45% 
"C (CHF Hedged)" Share Class 0.45% 
"C (EUR Hedged)" Share Class 0.44% 
"C (GBP Hedged)" Share Class 0.45% 
"C (GBP Un-hedged)" Share Class 0.45% 
"I" Share Class 1.16% 
"R" Share Class 0.25% 
"R (EUR Hedged)" Share Class 0.25% 
"R (GBP Hedged)" Share Class 0.25% 
"R (GBP Un-hedged)" Share Class 0.25% 
“R2” Share Class 0.45% 
“R2 (EUR Hedged)” Share Class 0.45% 
“R2 (GBP Un-hedged)” Share Class* 0.46% 
"R3 (GBP Un-hedged)" Share Class 0.30% 
"X" Share Class 0.40% 
"Y" Share Class 0.35% 
"Z" Share Class 0.30% 
"Z (CHF Hedged)" Share Class 0.30% 
"Z (EUR Hedged)" Share Class 0.30% 
"Z (GBP Hedged)" Share Class 0.30% 

Cross Asset Trend Portfolio  
"E" Share Class 0.25% 
“E (EUR Hedged)” Share Class* 0.28% 
"E (GBP Hedged)" Share Class 0.25% 
"E (JPY Hedged)" Share Class 0.24% 

Global Enhanced Equity Income Portfolio  

“E” Share Class 0.25% 
"E (GBP Un-hedged)" Share Class 0.25% 
"E (JPY Un-hedged)" Share Class* 0.25% 

 
* Refer to Appendix VI 
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19. Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (“SFDR”)  

Information on environmental and/or social characteristics and/or sustainable investments are available under the 
(unaudited) Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation section and its relevant annexes where applicable. 

20. Subsequent Events 

Mr. Tak Cheung was appointed as a Director on 10 February 2023. He is employed by Goldman Sachs and 
receives no compensation from the Fund. 

There are no other subsequent events after the reporting date. 

21. Approval of the Financial Statements 

The Board of Directors approved the annual financial statements on 5 April 2023. 
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Transferable Securities Admitted to an Official Exchange Listing 
or Dealt in on Another Regulated Market 

Government Bonds: 94.67% % of
Holdings  Market Value Shareholders'
United States Security USD Equity

USD 101,690,000 United States Treasury Bill (Zero Coupon) 05 January 2023 101,667,511 4.10
USD 94,000,000 United States Treasury Bill (Zero Coupon) 12 January 2023 93,907,283 3.79
USD 154,000,000 United States Treasury Bill (Zero Coupon) 19 January 2023 153,741,588 6.21
USD 140,000,000 United States Treasury Bill (Zero Coupon) 24 January 2023 139,675,739 5.64
USD 100,820,000 United States Treasury Bill (Zero Coupon) 26 January 2023 100,561,992 4.06
USD 29,950,000 United States Treasury Bill (Zero Coupon) 02 February 2023 29,856,017 1.21
USD 100,000,000 United States Treasury Bill (Zero Coupon) 07 February 2023 99,622,230 4.02
USD 120,000,000 United States Treasury Bill (Zero Coupon) 09 February 2023 119,524,470 4.82
USD 90,640,000 United States Treasury Bill (Zero Coupon) 16 February 2023 90,192,918 3.64
USD 175,000,000 United States Treasury Bill (Zero Coupon) 21 February 2023 174,017,270 7.02
USD 175,000,000 United States Treasury Bill (Zero Coupon) 23 February 2023 173,954,839 7.02
USD 104,000,000 United States Treasury Bill (Zero Coupon) 28 February 2023 103,312,316 4.17
USD 70,000,000 United States Treasury Bill (Zero Coupon) 02 March 2023 69,526,244 2.81
USD 80,000,000 United States Treasury Bill (Zero Coupon) 07 March 2023 79,415,384 3.21
USD 181,860,000 United States Treasury Bill (Zero Coupon) 09 March 2023 180,478,973 7.29
USD 183,510,000 United States Treasury Bill (Zero Coupon) 14 March 2023 182,025,294 7.35
USD 140,000,000 United States Treasury Bill (Zero Coupon) 16 March 2023 138,841,948 5.60
USD 100,000,000 United States Treasury Bill (Zero Coupon) 21 March 2023 99,101,465 4.00
USD 90,000,000 United States Treasury Bill (Zero Coupon) 30 March 2023 89,088,183 3.60
USD 128,000,000 United States Treasury Bill (Zero Coupon) 06 April 2023 126,610,854 5.11

Total Government Bonds 2,345,122,518 94.67

Total Transferable Securities Admitted to an Official Exchange Listing 
or Dealt in on Another Regulated Market 2,345,122,518 94.67

Swap Contracts: 0.27%   

Net Local 
Notional 
Amount Pay Receive Currency 

Next Reset
Date

Unrealised
Gain
USD

% of
Shareholders’

Equity

 Total Return Swap  

2,491,420,214 

USD T-Bill 
Auction High 
Rate 3 
Months+ 
0.45% 

Modified Strategy D266 on the 
Bloomberg Commodity Index 
Total Return USD 04 January 2023 6,567,085 0.27

Unrealised gain on swap contracts 6,567,085 0.27

Forward Foreign Exchange Contracts: 0.19% 

Currency 
Bought 

Amount 
Bought 

Currency 
Sold 

Amount 
Sold Maturity date 

Unrealised
Gain/(Loss)

USD

% of
Shareholders’

Equity

     

CHF 78,349,392 USD (83,502,944) 10 January 2023 1,291,431 0.06
EUR 254,640,764 USD (268,180,685) 10 January 2023 3,802,927 0.15
GBP 4 USD (4) 10 January 2023 – 0.00
USD 393,306 CHF (363,354) 10 January 2023 62 0.00
USD 826,193 EUR (771,812) 10 January 2023 1,816 0.00
USD 9,530,104 GBP (7,707,893) 10 January 2023 255,293 0.01

Unrealised gain on forward foreign exchange 5,351,529 0.22

CHF 2,437,580 USD (2,643,547) 10 January 2023 (5,453) (0.00)
EUR 4,939,018 USD (5,276,745) 10 January 2023 (1,346) (0.00)
GBP 13,887,810 USD (16,943,750) 10 January 2023 (232,719) (0.02)
USD 4,552,945 CHF (4,243,390) 10 January 2023 (39,504) (0.00)
USD 49,131,368 EUR (46,425,248) 10 January 2023 (455,771) (0.01)
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Forward Foreign Exchange Contracts: 0.19% (continued) 

Currency 
Bought 

Amount 
Bought 

Currency 
Sold 

Amount 
Sold Maturity date 

Unrealised
Gain/(Loss)

USD

% of
Shareholders’

Equity

USD 10,387 GBP (8,637) 10 January 2023 (6) (0.00)

Unrealised loss on forward foreign exchange (734,799) (0.03)

Other assets and liabilities 120,933,410 4.87

Shareholders’ Equity 2,477,239,743 100.00
  

 
 

TOTAL INVESTMENTS 
Market Value

USD
% of Shareholders' 

Equity

Total Investments excluding derivatives (cost USD 2,333,644,252) 2,345,122,518 94.67
Unrealised gain on forward foreign exchange contracts held for hedging purposes 5,351,529 0.22
Unrealised loss on forward foreign exchange contracts held for hedging purposes (734,799) (0.03)
Unrealised gain on swap contracts 6,567,085 0.27
Unrealised loss on swap contracts – –
Other Assets and Liabilities 120,933,410 4.87

Shareholders' Equity 2,477,239,743 100.00

   
      

The counterparty for swap contracts is Goldman Sachs International1, the country of establishment of which is the United 
Kingdom. 
The counterparty for the forward foreign exchange contracts is The Bank of New York Mellon. 
 
1 A related party to Structured Investments SICAV. 
 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements. 
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Reverse Repurchase Agreements: 95.10% 

Interest Rate Trade Date Currency Maturity Date 
Notional 
Amount

% of
Shareholders’

Equity

4.25% 16 December 2022 USD 19 December 2024 355,000,000 95.10

Total Reverse Repurchase Agreements 355,000,000 95.10

Total Investments 355,000,000 95.10

Swap Contracts: 1.59%   

Net Local 
Notional 
Amount Pay Receive Currency 

Next Reset
Date

Unrealised
Gain
USD

% of
Shareholders’

Equity

 Total Return Swap  

369,454,424 0.00% 

Goldman Sachs Cross Asset 
Trend Series 17 Excess Return 
Strategy USD 16 January 2023 5,936,520 1.59

Unrealised gain on swap contracts 5,936,520 1.59

Forward Foreign Exchange Contracts: (0.27)% 

Currency 
Bought 

Amount 
Bought 

Currency 
Sold 

Amount 
Sold Maturity date 

Unrealised
Gain/(Loss)

USD

% of
Shareholders’

Equity

     

EUR 10,478,805 USD (11,035,296) 10 January 2023 157,190 0.04
GBP 10,563 USD (12,703) 10 January 2023 7 0.00
JPY 1,025,182,273USD (7,539,218) 10 January 2023 242,503 0.06
USD 3,337,004 GBP (2,731,226) 10 January 2023 50,554 0.02

Unrealised gain on forward foreign exchange 450,254 0.12

GBP 89,810,076 USD (109,534,747) 10 January 2023 (1,467,399) (0.39)
USD 313,331 EUR (295,860) 10 January 2023 (2,678) (0.00)
USD 47,759 GBP (39,713) 10 January 2023 (27) (0.00)
USD 182,756 JPY (24,893,741) 10 January 2023 (6,201) (0.00)

Unrealised loss on forward foreign exchange (1,476,305) (0.39)

Other assets and liabilities 13,397,000 3.58

Shareholders’ Equity 373,307,469 100.00
  

 
 
 

TOTAL INVESTMENTS 
Market Value

USD
% of Shareholders' 

Equity

Total Investments excluding derivatives (cost USD 355,000,000) 355,000,000 95.10
Unrealised gain on forward foreign exchange contracts held for hedging purposes 450,254 0.12
Unrealised loss on forward foreign exchange contracts held for hedging purposes (1,476,305) (0.39)
Unrealised gain on swap contracts 5,936,520 1.59
Unrealised loss on swap contracts – –
Other Assets and Liabilities 13,397,000 3.58

Shareholders' Equity 373,307,469 100.00

   
      

The counterparty for reverse repurchase agreements is Goldman Sachs International1,2, the country establishment of which is 
the United Kingdom. 
The counterparty for swap contracts is Goldman Sachs International1, the country of establishment of which is the United 
Kingdom. 
The counterparty for the forward foreign exchange contracts is The Bank of New York Mellon. 
 
1 A related party to Structured Investments SICAV. 
 
2 The tri-party collateral agent is The Bank of New York Mellon. 
 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements. 
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Transferable Securities Admitted to an Official Exchange Listing 
or Dealt in on Another Regulated Market 

Common Stock: 93.42% % of
Holdings  Market Value Shareholders'
United States Security USD Equity

USD 101,302 Activision Blizzard Inc  7,754,668 4.20
USD 46,413 Amazon.com Inc  3,898,692 2.11
USD 14,096 ANSYS Inc  3,405,453 1.84
USD 44,598 Arista Networks Inc  5,411,967 2.93
USD 25,160 Berkshire Hathaway Inc  7,771,924 4.21
USD 1,357 Booking Holdings Inc  2,734,735 1.48
USD 14,394 Brown-Forman Corp  945,398 0.51
USD 117,313 Ceridian HCM Holding Inc  7,525,629 4.08
USD 50,408 Comerica Inc  3,369,775 1.83
USD 7,716 Constellation Energy Corp  665,196 0.36
USD 180,291 Exelon Corp  7,793,980 4.22
USD 89,246 Expedia Group Inc  7,817,950 4.24
USD 12,667 FactSet Research Systems Inc  5,082,127 2.75
USD 26,324 FedEx Corp  4,559,317 2.47
USD 44,505 FleetCor Technologies Inc  8,174,678 4.43
USD 176,317 General Motors Co  5,931,304 3.21
USD 4,819 Global Payments Inc  478,623 0.26
USD 127,124 Intercontinental Exchange Inc  13,041,651 7.06
USD 45,116 Intuitive Surgical Inc  11,971,531 6.48
USD 3,074 Johnson & Johnson  543,022 0.29
USD 61,684 Juniper Networks Inc  1,971,421 1.07
USD 27,198 Keysight Technologies Inc  4,652,762 2.52
USD 20,729 McKesson Corp  7,775,862 4.21
USD 105,333 Meta Platforms Inc  12,675,773 6.87
USD 40,040 Moderna Inc  7,191,985 3.90
USD 4,840 Monster Beverage Corp  491,405 0.27
USD 5,457 Netflix Inc  1,609,160 0.87
USD 47,935 Organon & Co  1,338,825 0.73
USD 110,204 PayPal Holdings Inc  7,848,729 4.25
USD 25,585 Qorvo Inc  2,319,024 1.26
USD 12,695 Rollins Inc  463,875 0.25
USD 113,806 Salesforce Inc  15,089,538 8.17
USD 1,905 Wynn Resorts Ltd  157,105 0.09

Total Common Stock 172,463,084 93.42

Total Transferable Securities Admitted to an Official Exchange Listing 
or Dealt in on Another Regulated Market 172,463,084 93.42

Swap Contracts: 0.18%   

Net Local 
Notional 
Amount Pay Receive Currency 

Next Reset
Date

Unrealised
Gain/(Loss)

USD

% of
Shareholders’

Equity

 Total Return Swap  

180,199,229 

Global 
Enhanced 
Equity Income 
Portfolio 
Basket Basket+0.33% USD 30 January 2023 345,270 0.19

Unrealised gain on swap contracts 345,270 0.19

185,181,255 0.15% 
Goldman Sachs i-Select IV Series 
B01 Excess Return Strategy USD 26 January 2023 (17,741) (0.01)

Unrealised loss on swap contracts (17,741) (0.01)

Other assets and liabilities 11,816,514 6.40

Shareholders’ Equity 184,607,127 100.00
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TOTAL INVESTMENTS 
Market Value

USD
% of Shareholders' 

Equity

Total Investments excluding derivatives (cost USD 175,955,351) 172,463,084 93.42
Unrealised gain on forward foreign exchange contracts held for hedging purposes – –
Unrealised loss on forward foreign exchange contracts held for hedging purposes – –
Unrealised gain on swap contracts 345,270 0.19
Unrealised loss on swap contracts (17,741) (0.01)
Other Assets and Liabilities 11,816,514 6.40

Shareholders' Equity 184,607,127 100.00

   
      

E 

 

Allocation of Portfolio as at 31 December 2022 % of Shareholders' Equity 

Common Stocks 
Consumer, Non-cyclical  25.58
Communications  22.32
Technology  19.55
Financial  13.10
Industrial  4.99
Utilities  4.58
Consumer, Cyclical  3.30

Total Common Stocks  93.42

  

 
The counterparty for swap contracts is Goldman Sachs International1, the country of establishment of which is the United 
Kingdom. 
 
1 A related party to Structured Investments SICAV. 
 

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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The Undertakings for Collective Investment in Transferable Securities (“UCITS”) V directive requires disclosure of 
how global exposure on financial derivatives investments are managed. There are three management approaches 
used: 

1. The Commitment Approach. This approach is generally for those Portfolios that hold less complex 
positions on financial derivatives investments and for the purposes of hedging or efficient portfolio 
management.  

2. Relative Value at Risk (“Relative VaR”) approach. This approach is generally for those Portfolios where it 
is possible to identify an appropriate reference benchmark. This method compares the global exposure of 
the Portfolio relative to that of a reference benchmark. 

3. Absolute Value at Risk (“Absolute VaR") approach. This approach is generally for those Portfolios for 
which it is not appropriate or possible to determine a reference benchmark (for example, an absolute 
return portfolio). 

The following sections indicate which approach is used for the Portfolios. 

For Portfolios managed under a VaR approach, additional information is provided on the VaR model, being the 
VaR Reference Portfolio/Benchmark, the regulatory VaR limit usage and the level of leverage reached. 
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VaR Approach 

The following Portfolios use a VaR approach for calculating global exposure: 

  Regulatory VaR Limit Utilisation 

Portfolios VaR approach 
Maximum 

Limit 
Lowest Highest Average 

GSQuartix Modified Strategy on the Bloomberg Commodity Index 
Total Return Portfolio Absolute VaR 20% 12.55% 19.67% 17.23% 

Cross Asset Trend Portfolio Absolute VaR 20% 2.89% 6.61% 4.26% 

Global Enhanced Equity Income Portfolio Absolute VaR 20% 6.09% 15.91% 10.69% 

 

 
Model 

Confidence 
Interval 

Holding 
period 

Observation 
period 

Leverage 
Average 

GSQuartix Modified Strategy on the Bloomberg Commodity Index 
Total Return Portfolio 

 

Historical Simulation 
Model 99% 

20 business 
days 

250 business 
days 100.30% 

Cross Asset Trend Portfolio 
Historical Simulation 

Model 99% 
20 business 

days 
250 business 

days 742.26%** 

Global Enhanced Equity Income Portfolio 
Historical Simulation 

Model 99% 
20 business 

days 
250 business 

days 290.65%** 

 
** Leverage figures calculated with a look through approach. 
 
Please note that the sub-fund GS Modified Strategy on the Bloomberg Commodity Index (ex Agriculture and Livestock) Portfolio was liquidated on 5 August 
2022, no historical figures are therefore presented in the table above. 
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As at 31 December 2022 Currency Launch Date 
Returns (%) 
31-Dec-2022 

Returns (%) 
31-Dec-2021 

Returns (%) 
31-Dec-2020 

GSQuartix Modified Strategy on the 
Bloomberg Commodity Index Total 
Return Portfolio   

"A" Share Class USD 19 May 2009 17.49 29.84 0.90 
"A (CHF Hedged)" Share Class CHF 27 October 2011 13.98 28.14 (1.35) 
"A (EUR Hedged)" Share Class EUR 18 May 2009 14.83 28.42 (1.18) 
"A (GBP Hedged)" Share Class GBP 5 August 2010 15.83 28.95 (1.26) 
"C" Share Class USD 14 May 2009 17.99 30.75 1.64 
"C (CHF Hedged)" Share Class CHF 4 March 2009 14.78 29.06 (0.76) 
"C (EUR Hedged)" Share Class EUR 15 December 2009 15.64 29.33 (0.47) 
"C (GBP Hedged)" Share Class GBP 18 December 2009 16.36 29.82 (0.44) 
"C (GBP Un-hedged)" Share Class GBP 8 June 2021 29.90 11.76 – 
"I" Share Class USD 30 April 2009 17.49 29.84 0.95 
"R" Share Class USD 10 June 2013 18.55 31.00 1.76 
"R (EUR Hedged)" Share Class EUR 22 February 2018 15.89 29.58 (0.43) 
"R (GBP Hedged)" Share Class GBP 6 February 2013 16.86 30.11 (0.47) 
"R (GBP Un-hedged)" Share Class GBP 7 February 2013 34.06 32.21 (1.51) 
"R2" Share Class USD 17 March 2021 18.32 19.50 – 
"R2 (EUR Hedged)" Share Class EUR 13 June 2019 15.63 29.40 (0.86) 
"R2 (GBP Un-hedged)" Share Class* GBP 29 March 2022 5.89 – – 
"R3 (GBP Un-hedged)" Share Class GBP 15 June 2021 33.41 12.83 – 
"X" Share Class USD 11 June 2013 18.38 30.81 1.71 
"Y" Share Class USD 30 March 2012 18.43 30.88 1.77 
"Z" Share Class USD 30 June 2015 18.49 30.94 1.71 
"Z (CHF Hedged)" Share Class CHF 20 March 2017 14.76 29.24 (0.42) 
"Z (EUR Hedged)" Share Class EUR 20 March 2017 15.80 29.52 (0.41) 
"Z (GBP Hedged)" Share Class GBP 20 March 2017 13.72 30.71 – 

  
 

            

Past performance is not indicative of future results. 
 

This information discusses general market activity, industry or sector trends, or other broad-based economic, 
market or political conditions. It also refers to specific securities which pertains to past performance or is the basis 
for previously made discretionary investment decisions. It should not be construed as research or investment 
advice, or recommendation to buy or sell investments in the strategy or any other investments mentioned in this 
report or to follow any investment strategy. Please see additional information. 

*Launched on 29 March 2022. 
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As at 31 December 2022 Currency Launch Date 
Returns (%) 
31-Dec-2022 

Returns (%) 
31-Dec-2021 

Returns (%) 
31-Dec-2020 

Cross Asset Trend Portfolio   

"E" Share Class USD 10 December 2018 22.21 (1.39) (12.50) 
"E (CHF Hedged)" Share Class* CHF 9 July 2020 – (2.47) (0.70) 
"E (EUR Hedged)" Share Class* EUR 17 May 2022 8.15 (2.25) (0.50) 
"E (GBP Hedged)" Share Class GBP 29 November 2018 22.69 (1.75) (13.57) 
"E (JPY Hedged)" Share Class JPY 19 August 2019 20.84 (1.73) (14.00) 

GS Modified Strategy on the 
Bloomberg Commodity Index (ex 
Agriculture and Livestock) Portfolio*   

"C (EUR Hedged)" Share Class EUR 24 July 2020 – 30.41 6.90 
"R" Share Class* USD 24 January 2022 – – – 
"S" Share Class* USD 31 July 2019 – 32.21 (1.61) 
"Z" Share Class* USD 11 November 2021 – (3.25) – 

Global Enhanced Equity Income 
Portfolio   

"E" Share Class USD 25 February 2020 (18.44) 22.48 – 
"E (GBP Un-hedged)" Share Class GBP 27 April 2021 (9.06) 12.00 – 
"E (JPY Un-hedged)" Share Class* JPY 16 November 2022 (7.48) – – 

  
 

            

 
Past performance is not indicative of future results.  

This information discusses general market activity, industry or sector trends, or other broad-based economic, 
market or political conditions. It also refers to specific securities which pertains to past performance or is the basis 
for previously made discretionary investment decisions. It should not be construed as research or investment 
advice, or recommendation to buy or sell investments in the strategy or any other investments mentioned in this 
report or to follow any investment strategy. Please see additional information. 

* Refer to Appendix VI 
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The following disclosures are required for Index-Tracking Portfolios based on European Securities and Markets 

Authority (“ESMA”) guidelines on exchange traded funds (“ETFs”) and other UCITS issues (ESMA/2014/937), 

issued 1 August 2014: 

I. Realised Tracking Error: 

Portfolio Strategy 
Realised Net 

Tracking Error13  

GSQuartix Modified Strategy on the 
Bloomberg Commodity Index Total 
Return Portfolio 

Goldman Sachs Modified Strategy D266 
on the Bloomberg Commodity Index 
Total Return 

0.15% 

In normal market conditions, it is anticipated that the Portfolio will replicate the performance of the Strategy minus 

the amount of the ongoing charge for the relevant Share class, as stated in the key investor information 

document. Therefore, it is anticipated that the Portfolio will replicate the performance of the Strategy with minimal 

Tracking Error. Factors that are likely to affect the ability of the Portfolio to track the performance of the Strategy 

include: the impact of swing pricing, fees and trading costs at the Portfolio level, timing differences in the 

adjustment of the notional amount of the Swap Agreement due to subscriptions or redemptions and, in relation to 

Share classes denominated in currencies other than the Base Currency, the effectiveness of foreign exchange 

transactions entered into for hedging purposes. 

II. Performance return for the Portfolio and Strategy over the period: 

Portfolio Fund Strategy24 

GSQuartix Modified Strategy on the 
Bloomberg Commodity Index Total 
Return Portfolio 

17.99% 19.77% 

Past performance does not guarantee future results, which may vary. 

 
 
1 Tracking error is calculated before Swing Pricing as the 1-year volatility of the difference between the return of 
each Portfolio against the return of the respective Index that the Portfolio is seeking to track. 
2 All Strategy returns are shown with income re-invested and, in contrast to the Portfolio, without the deduction of 
any fees or expenses. Returns of the Share Classes are shown net of fees and expenses and after the 
reinvestment of dividends using month end NAVs. For Share Classes where performance is shown relative to the 
Strategy, it is for comparative purposes only. Reference to this Strategy does not imply that the Share Classes will 
achieve returns, volatility or other results similar to the Strategy. 
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Remuneration Policy and Practices 
 
Amundi Luxembourg S.A. remuneration policy is compliant with the requirements detailed in the European 
Directive 2014/91/EU that come into force on 18 March 2016, and was transposed into Luxembourg Law of 10 
May 2016.   
 
The remuneration policy is based on Amundi group remuneration framework, and it is reviewed annually and 
approved by the Board of Amundi Luxembourg S.A. The policy is subject to independent review by the internal 
Compliance function. 
 
In main evolutions of the 2022, remuneration policy were link to “Amundi Ambition 2025” and therefore ESG 
criteria and Sustainability Risk has been added. There were no further material changes to the remuneration 
policy adopted for previous years. 
 
The policy applicable for 2022 was approved by Amundi Luxembourg Board on June 22, 2022.  
 
Amundi group Remuneration Committee reviews on an annual basis the group remuneration policy. The 2022 
review took place on February 01, 2022. 
 
The remuneration policy and practices objectives are consistent with and promote sound and effective risk 
management, aligning remuneration with long-term performance and risks in order to avoid conflicts of interest. 
Fixed remuneration components are linked to the roles covered, the professional services rendered and the scope 
of responsibilities, reflecting the level of academic qualification, market pay levels, experience and skills required 
for each position, as well as the level of excellence demonstrated. Variable remuneration is designed to promote a 
sustainable long-term development of the Management Company and a solid and effective risk management 
system. Variable remuneration awards consider the performance of the employee, her/his business unit and 
Amundi group as a whole, and it is based on both financial and non-financial criteria. 
 
Amundi Luxembourg S.A. and Amundi group have defined all identified staff having authority or influence on the 
Funds Amundi manages, and who consequently are likely to have an impact on the performance or the risk profile 
of the Sub-Funds. 
 
Amounts of Remuneration Awarded 

 

Amundi Luxembourg S.A., the Management Company acts as of 31 December 2022 as Management Company 
or AIFM for several umbrella and standalone UCITS and AIFs. 
 
The total remuneration expressed in Euro paid by Amundi Luxembourg S.A. to its staff during the calendar year 
2022 is as follows:  
 

  
No of 

beneficiaries 

Fixed  

remuneration 

Variable 

remuneration 
Total 

Staff 97 8,867,445 1,732,476 10,599,921 

Out of which      

-          Identified staff 12 1,976,045 695,119 2,671,164 

-          All other staff 85 6,891,400 1,037,357 7,928,757 
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Amounts of Remuneration Awarded (continued) 
 

As of 31 December 2022, Structured Investment SICAV represented around 1.42% of the Total Net Assets under 

Management of Amundi Luxembourg S.A.. 
 
The total remuneration figures shown above refer to activities in respect of all Funds managed. 
 
Amundi Luxembourg S.A. and Amundi group employees who are appointed to the Board of Directors of the 
Management Company and/or of the Funds waive the right to any remuneration in respect of all Funds managed.  
 
No employee of the Management Company receives any amount, including carried interest and performance 
fees, paid directly by the UCITS or AIFs managed. 

 

Amundi Asset Management managed EUR 971.35 billion AuM, out of which EUR 2,895 million represented by the 
sub-funds in the umbrella (respectively 0.3% of the total assets managed by the Investment Manager and 100% 
of the total umbrella's AuM). The pro-rata portion of the identified staff total remuneration attributable to the 
management of these sub-funds was EUR 107,801, out of which EUR 46,029 in fixed remuneration and EUR 
61,772 in variable one. The pro-rata portion of staff total remuneration attributable to the management of these 
sub-funds was EUR 606,519, out of which EUR 403,480 in fixed remuneration and EUR 203,039 in variable one. 
Amundi Asset Management had a total of 81 identified staff out of a total of 1,673 staff in 2022. 
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I. Concentration Data 
 

The table below shows the 10 largest issuers* of total collateral received by Portfolio that is outstanding as at 31 
December 2022: 
 

 Portfolio Collateral Issuer Currency 

Market value of 
Collateral 
Received

as at
31 December 2022

Cross Asset Trend Portfolio Government of Germany USD 11 

Cross Asset Trend Portfolio Government of Netherlands USD 1 

Cross Asset Trend Portfolio Government of United Kingdom USD 367,524,799 

Total  USD 367,524,811 
 

 

* Where there are less than 10 collateral issuers as at 31 December 2022, all collateral issuers have been 
included. 

The table below shows the issuer of total collateral (pledged)/received for swap contracts that is outstanding at the 
reporting date: 

 

 Portfolio 
Collateral 
Issuer 

Collateral 
Type 

 
 
 
    Currency 

Market value of 
Collateral

(Pledged)/Received
as at

31 December 2022

GSQuartix Modified Strategy on the 
Bloomberg Commodity Index Total 
Return Portfolio 

Goldman Sachs 
International 

Cash 
Collateral 

USD (7,560,000) 

Cross Asset Trend Portfolio 
Goldman Sachs 
International 

Cash 
Collateral 

USD 6,280,000 

Global Enhanced Equity Income 
Portfolio 

Goldman Sachs 
International 

Cash 
Collateral 

USD (4,890,000) 

Total   USD (6,170,000) 
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I. Concentration Data (continued) 
 
The table below shows the counterparties with respect to outstanding transactions for Total Return Swaps as at 
the reporting date: 
 

Portfolio Counterparty Currency 

Unrealised 
Gain/(Loss)

Total Return Swaps
31 December 2022

GSQuartix Modified Strategy on the 
Bloomberg Commodity Index Total 
Return Portfolio 

Goldman Sachs 
International 

USD 6,567,085 

Cross Asset Trend Portfolio 
Goldman Sachs 
International 

USD 5,936,520 

Global Enhanced Equity Income 
Portfolio 

Goldman Sachs 
International 

USD 345,270 

Global Enhanced Equity Income 
Portfolio 

Goldman Sachs 
International 

USD (17,741) 

Total  USD 12,831,134 
   

The table below shows the counterparties with respect to outstanding transactions for Reverse Repurchase 
Agreements as at the reporting date: 
 

 Portfolio  Counterparty Currency 

Fair Value 
as at 

31 December 2022

 Cross Asset Trend Portfolio 
Goldman Sachs 
International USD 355,000,000 
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II. Transaction Data 

The below table shows the maturity tenor of the reverse repurchase agreements and swap contracts by Portfolio 
as at 31 December 2022: 
 

Portfolio  Maturity Tenor Portfolio 
Currency 

Reverse 
Repurchase 
Agreements 

Fair Value 
as at 

 31 December 
2022 

Swap 
Contracts 

Unrealised 
gain/(loss) 

as at  
31 December 

2022 

Total 

GSQuartix Modified Strategy 
on the Bloomberg Commodity 
Index Total Return Portfolio 

Above one year USD – 6,567,085 6,567,085 

Total  
– 6,567,085 6,567,085 

Cross Asset Trend Portfolio Above one year USD – 5,936,520 5,936,520 

Open Maturity  355,000,000 – 355,000,000 

Total  355,000,000 5,936,520 360,936,520 

Global Enhanced Equity 
Income Portfolio   

Above one year USD – 327,529 327,529 

Total  – 327,529 327,529 

 

The following table provides a currency analysis of the collateral received by the Portfolio, in respect of reverse 
repurchase agreements as at 31 December 2022: 
 

Portfolio Portfolio 
Currency 

Collateral Issuer 
Currency 

Market Value of  
Collateral Received  

as at  
31 December 2022 

Cross Asset Trend Portfolio USD USD 367,524,811 

III. Safekeeping of Collateral  

All collateral is held in segregated accounts including that related to tri-party repurchase agreements which are 
held in segregated accounts at The Bank of New York Mellon. 

Total Return Swaps and more specifically OTC derivative transactions are entered into by the Portfolios under an 
International Swaps and Derivatives Associations, Inc Master Agreement (“ISDA Master Agreement”) or similar 
agreement. An ISDA Master Agreement is a bilateral agreement between the Portfolio and a counterparty that 
governs OTC derivative transactions (including Total Return Swaps) entered into by the parties. 
 
All returns from OTC derivative transactions will accrue to the Portfolios and are not subject to any returns sharing 
agreement with the Portfolio’s Investment Manager or any other third parties. 
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The following table provides details of share classes launched during the year ended 31 December 2022. 
 

Portfolio  Share class Currency Launch date 

GS Modified Strategy on the Bloomberg Commodity 
Index (ex Agriculture and Livestock) Portfolio 

R Share Class USD 24 January 2022 

GSQuartix Modified Strategy on the Bloomberg 
Commodity Index Total Return Portfolio 

R2 (GBP Un-hedged) 
Share Class 

GBP 29 March 2022 

Cross Asset Trend Portfolio 
E (EUR Hedged) 

Share Class* 
EUR 17 May 2022 

Global Enhanced Equity Income Portfolio 
E (JPY Un-hedged) 

Shared Class 
JPY 16 November 2022 

 
* Share Class relaunched on 17 May 2022. 

The following table provides details of share classes closed during the period ended 31 December 2022. 
 

Portfolio  Share Class Currency Closing date 

GS Modified Strategy on the Bloomberg Commodity 
Index (ex Agriculture and Livestock) Portfolio 

S Share Class USD 10 January 2022 

Cross Asset Trend Portfolio 
E (CHF Hedged) 

Share Class 
CHF 13 January 2022 

Cross Asset Trend Portfolio 
E (EUR Hedged) 

Share Class 
EUR 15 February 2022 

GS Modified Strategy on the Bloomberg Commodity 
Index (ex Agriculture and Livestock) Portfolio 

Z Share Class USD 21 June 2022 

 
GS Modified Strategy on the Bloomberg Commodity Index (ex Agriculture and Livestock) Portfolio liquidated on 5 
August 2022.  
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Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (“SFDR”) 

The investments underlying the Sub-Funds do not take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities which are determined by the Regulation (EU) 2020/852 of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 18 June 2020 on the establishment of a framework to facilitate 
sustainable investment, as amended from time to time. 
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Shares of the Portfolios are issued on the basis of information set out in the current Prospectus of the Fund, which 
is available, free of charge at the Fund’s registered office. 

Prospective investors should review the Prospectus and the Key Investor Information Documents (“KIID”) or the 
Key Information Document (“KID”) as relevant carefully in its entirety and consult their legal, tax and financial 
advisors in relation to (i) the legal requirements within their own countries for the subscription, holding, redemption 
or disposal of Shares (ii) any foreign exchange restrictions to which they are subject to in their own countries in 
relation to the subscription, holding, redemption or disposal of Shares; (iii) the legal, tax, financial or other 
consequences of subscribing for, holding, redeeming or disposing of Shares; and (iv) the suitability for them as an 
investment in Shares. Prospective investors should seek the advice of their legal, tax and financial advisors if they 
have any doubts regarding the contents of the Prospectus and each relevant supplement. 

Some of the Portfolios will enter in a swap agreement with GSI which is also the counterparty to the reverse 
repurchase agreement. The net returns of the reverse repurchase agreement will be exchanged against the 
performance of the index. 

Shares of the Portfolios have not been registered under the US Securities Act of 1933, as amended, or the 
securities laws of any of the States of the United States. Shares of the Portfolios may not be offered, sold or 
delivered directly or indirectly in the United States, or to or for the account or benefit of any “US Person”. Any re-
offer or resale of Shares in the United States or to US Persons may constitute a violation of United States Law. 
The Fund will not be registered under the United States Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended. 
Applicants for Shares will be required to certify that they are not US Persons. All Shareholders are required to 
notify the Fund of any change in their status as non-US Person. 

Subscriptions are only valid if made on the basis of the current Prospectus and KID (or KIID where relevant) 
supplemented by the most recent annual financial statements and the latest semi-annual financial statements if 
published thereafter. This document does not constitute a solicitation in any jurisdiction in which such a solicitation 
is unlawful to any person to whom it is unlawful. Moreover, this document neither constitutes an offer to enter into 
an investment agreement with the recipient of this document nor an invitation to respond to the document by 
making an offer to enter into an investment agreement. Opinions expressed are current opinions as of the date 
appearing in this material only. 

Despite all measures taken by the Portfolio to reach its objectives, these are subject to independent risk factors 
like changes in the fiscal or commercial regulations. No guarantee whatsoever may be offered to the investor in 
this regard. 

Management Company 

Amundi Luxembourg S.A. acts as a Management Company for other Investment Funds. A list of these may be 
obtained, by request, at the Registered Office of the Management Company. 

The Board of the Management Company adopted the ALFI Code of Conduct in June 2013, which sets out the 
principles of good governance, and considers that the Management Company has been in compliance with it in all 
material respects throughout the financial year ended 31 December 2022. Any subsequent amendment to the 
ALFI Code of Conduct will be considered by the Board prior to adoption and necessary disclosure will be made in 
the annual financial statements. 
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